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Abstract

Abstract
Manufacturing companies are constantly looking for new, innovative technologies and
tools to find out the real constraints and bottlenecks that impede the performance of
their production systems. There are several approaches and methods that have been
developing from decades to overcome these constraints of production processes but
they are not sufficient to pinpoint the exact location and its severity. They also generally
fall short to suggest the way to implement the right actions in the right order, to avoid
sub-optimizations and wastes in time and expenses. So according to recent research in
using simulation based optimization, it is believed that some more accurate and efficient
methodology for supporting decision making in production systems development and
improvement is badly needed. SCORE (Simulation-based Constraint Removal) is a
promising methodology for identifying and ranking the bottlenecks of production
systems that utilizes simulation-based multi-objective optimization (SMO), which was
developed by Pehrsson (2013) as a part of his PhD work. The main principle of this
new methodology is the application of SMO with the objectives to maximize the
throughput and minimize the number of required improvement actions simultaneously.
Additionally, by using post-optimality analysis to process the generated optimization
dataset, the precise improvement actions needed to attain a certain level of performance
of the production line are automatically put into a rank order. The main aim of this
project is therefore to apply this new technique in a real-world context, in order to
understand how far this technique will support for decision making, by conducting a
simulation-based bottleneck analysis in one of the major Volvo group trucks facilities.
This is to find out the bottlenecks and optimize it in order to increase the overall
productivity. Three research questions related to the effectiveness and accuracy of the
methodology will be answered through this real-world application study.

Keywords
Production Systems; Value stream Mapping; Bottleneck; Simulation; Multi-objective
Optimization.
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Definitions

Definitions
Cycle time (CT) - The time from when the Operation begins to the point-of-time at
which the operation ends.
Lead time (LT) - The time between order arrival and its delivery.
Takt time (TT) - Maximum cycle time allowed to meet the demand of customer.
Throughput (TH) - The average output of a production process (machine, workstation,
line, or plant) per unit time (e.g. part per hour).
Demand Rate (D) – The parts per unit time (e.g. Parts/day).
Setup time (ST) – The time elapsed in a particular machine to change one product to
another.
Work-in-process (WIP) – Total amount of products being fabricated, waiting in queue
or storage.
Availability (A) - fraction of the time that a workstation is not idle.
Mean time to repair (MTTR) - It represents the average time required to repair a failed
component or device.
Capacity - The maximum possible output that can be produced with the given resources.
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Introduction

Introduction
The Introduction chapter starts with the background and the problem description of
this project. Furthermore, it breakdowns the purpose and the research questions that
are required to answer and fulfill the aim of the study with company description. Also
the delimitations for this project are presented.
1.1 Background
The manufacturing companies are in urgent need of new technologies and methods to
improve the performance of their production system in order to maintain their
competitiveness in global market. A very important concern with in the management of
production and system development is to recognize the disruptive factors of particular
production system in order to find out the proper actions for improving its overall
performance (Pehrsson, Ng, Bernedixen, - 2015). It is noticed that maintaining the
performance of the production system as high as possible has been the key factor in
holding a competitive advantage which even needful for the survival of the company
(Pehrsson, 2015). All production facilities has some constraints and many studies are
going on and lot of efforts has been made in order to minimize the constraints and find
the bottlenecks to improve the production capabilities with great level of quality and
minimum cost. There are several management methods and improvement theories for
manufacturing operations, such as Lean Production, Six sigma, Theory of Constraints
(TOC), Factory Physics with many tools in order to solve the issues in production.
According to Standridge and Marvel, - (2006), lean is a necessary tool but insufficient
approach for deep analyzing of production system issues. Value Stream Mapping
(VSM) which is one of the lean tools which takes the complete process viewpoint; it
promotes flow and changing the process from batch. However, there are some serious
limitations with VSM; it does not take variability into account and is limited to a single
product variant (Pehrsson, 2013). Six sigma can also be considered as most promising
tools for reducing the variations but does not take the whole production viewpoint. Ha
(2005) suggested that, Six Sigma tools cannot be used successfully without a thorough
understanding of statistics and the assumptions made from each tool. Moreover, there
is a serious threat that wrong decisions will be made due to incorrect analyses of data
and the misunderstanding of results. The Theory of Constraints also helped to
overcome many production issues by introducing a way of locating single weakest link
of system and improve overall throughput, even though it fails to offer exact method
for finding specific restraints. Hence it can be consider as a repetitive improvement
cycle since the constraints will move from one place to another and so on. The factory
physics introduced by Hopp and Spearman, (2000) provided useful theories and
methods for production improvements but is limited in their modelling capability as it
is based on mathematical queuing models (Pehrsson, 2013). So the use of Factory
Physics in deeper analysis of complex factory operations could be difficult to achieve
the result.
Computer simulation has been termed as the most effective tool for designing and
analyzing of the complex production systems in any industry, specifically when the
analysts are interested in the dynamics of the system and the system performance of a
given design and also consider as a successful decision support tool for production.
Simulation software is also the only tool used to evaluate quantitative performance and
when it is used with optimization algorithm it becomes a powerful tool to carry out
1
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bottleneck analysis, find optimal solutions and improvements of a production system.
Simulation based optimization is one of the latest techniques in order to seek the optimal
setting for a complex production system based on single or multiple performance
measures produced from simulation. The idea behind this thesis is to conduct a
simulation study to find out bottlenecks and optimize it with some new methods of
multi-objective optimization technologies and data analysis procedures including post
optimality analysis. The innovative and promising bottleneck detection method
introduced by Pehrsson (2013) called SCORE which is Simulation-based Constraint
Removal helps to identify the different bottlenecks in the production system and rank
them according to the potential causes and its severity. The main advantage of
simulation based optimization compared with classical optimization is that all process
complexity can be embedded into models without any unrealistic assumptions and
perceptions (Pehrsson, 2013).
1.2 Aim of the study
The goal of this project is to build a simulation model for a complete layout of a
production plant with selected variants and time period in order to test and evaluate
simulation based optimization bottleneck improvement methodology.
To be able to reach the research aim, three questions were formulated .The research
questions for this thesis as follows:
RQ1 - What is the level of results accuracy that can be obtained from an
aggregated simulation model when compare to reality?
The first question will answer how far the aggregated simulation model can come up
with the accuracy level of result when compare to the reality. Here the through put of
the real production will compare with the throughput generated from the virtual
simulation model. For answering this research question, we will put forward a
quantitative approach.
RQ2 - What are the factors that would affect the accuracy of using simulationbased optimization for bottleneck analysis?
The second question will be investigated by testing how sensitive the accuracy of results
when the model is subjected to different factors including uncertainty of input data,
abstraction levels etc.
RH3 – How effective is simulation-based optimization for bottleneck analysis
when compared to other existing system improvement methods?
This question will answer the advantages of using simulation based optimization
approach when compared to other existing production systems improvement methods.
With the time limit of this project, this question can only be answered qualitatively as
there is not enough time to implement other improvement methods on the real- world
study. More-over, the authors will conduct a comparison study between the existing
bottleneck detection theory named shifting bottleneck method and simulation based
2
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theory named SCORE. This will help to answer the effectiveness of simulation based
optimization over other developed methods.
1.2.1

Problem Definition

Today, modeling of manufacturing plants by using analytical techniques becomes much
difficult, which is one of the main problems faced by most of the companies, especially
for decision makers. The main goal, which is to achieve maximum through put by
minimizing the manufacturing lead times and work in process is what many companies
are trying to reach with many application studies. Simulation studies are very common
in manufacture industries for understanding the bottleneck and production
improvements in order to increase the performance and thereby retain the
competiveness in market. Meanwhile, most of companies are trying to avoid this study
because of lack of knowledge, skills and time for developing a simulation model as this
itself does not provide an optimized solutions as well, fails to provide with higher level
knowledge to support decision making as timely decision have to be made in different
phases of production system. Even though the simulation is providing insight of which
operation should improve, it does not pinpoint the exact action in accurate order to
avoid lot of optimization and waste of time and expenses (Pehrsson, 2013). Most of
companies are facing this problem and eagerly looking for some methodology to
identify the exact bottleneck location and go for improvement actions. In order to
overcome all these difficulties, more advanced method for supporting system
improvements decisions is significantly needed for managing the production systems.
The automatic identification of bottleneck in production systems as well as its
improvement actions will help to achieve the goals of most of the industries. Simulation
based Constraint removal (SCORE) is promising method having the same technique of
identification and improvement actions. Even the post optimality analysis option in this
system will make the optimization more accurate and can be able to derive the optimal
solutions.
1.3

Limitations

This study can only emphasis the production improvement aspects of the core plant
capabilities. The areas such as purchasing, supply chain and product development are
omitted for the scope of this study including the quality area. Also in this project, not
all the aspects of bottleneck improvement have been considered since an application
study is being carried out.
1.4

Individual responsibility and efforts during the project

Both the authors have shared equal responsibility in the research. The literature review
was done by both of them, covering all the topics mentioned in this report. In data
collection for material flow in the production plant and model building, the work was
divided with Stamping and BIW to syed Hidayath and Painting to shamnath thajudeen.
During modelling the methodologies built to overcome the challenges were individual’s
effort in their respective areas, with guidance and support from their supervisors. At
completion of modeling both authors had equal responsibility and effort for complete
model experiments, optimization and post optimality results.
3
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1.5 Study Environment
The study was conducted full time at Volvo Group Trucks Technology, Gothenburg.
The authors were on contract with Volvo as students for this research.
1.5.1

Company background

The Volvo Group is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of trucks, buses,
construction equipment and marine and industrial engines under the leading brands
Volvo, Renault Trucks, Mack, UD Trucks, Eicher, SDLG, Terex Trucks, Prevost, Nova
Bus, UD Bus, Sunwin Bus and Volvo Penta. Volvo was founded in 1927 and the first
truck was built in 1928. Volvo is a global truck manufacturer which is based
in Gothenburg, Sweden, owned by AB Volvo and consider as world's second largest
heavy-duty truck brand. They employ about 100,000 people, have production facilities
energy, passion and respect for the individual to become the world leader in sustainable
transport solutions.
The Volvo Group’s business areas are organized in the following way:






Volvo Trucks – Manufacturer of e.g. Volvo, Renault, Mack and UD trucks
Volvo Buses - Manufacturer of heavy buses
Volvo Penta - Manufacturer of marine and industrial engines
Volvo Construction Equipment - Manufacturer of articulated haulers & wheel
loaders
Volvo Financial Services - Financial solutions for Volvo Group’s customers

Volvo Trucks is responsible for approximately two thirds of the Volvo Group’s
turnover and is organized into three branches: Group Trucks Sales (GTS), Group
Trucks Operations (GTO) and Group Trucks Technology (GTT). Volvo GTO is the
truck industrial entity and is responsible for truck manufacturing, cab and vehicle
assembly, powertrain production, logistic services, parts distribution and
remanufacturing. GTO has 9 assembly plants around the world.
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Theory
In this chapter the key concepts and definitions around this thesis are presented in order
to give the reader more insight and context around the topic. The theoretical
information’s has been collected mainly through articles, scientific publications, books
to ensure reliability and understanding in order to reach the goal.
2.1 Improvement theories
This section will explain different improvement theories in production development
and management. Most common industrial improvement paradigms and practices are
analyzed with a qualitative approach through a literature review strategy. Some of the
weakness or limitations of the improvement theories will discuss which helps to answer
the research question three.
2.1.1

Theory of Constraints

The theory of Constraints was introduced by Goldratt in the 1980s, suggests that the
key is to improve the constraint in its system. Like Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma,
Theory of constraints is another management theory that emphases on system
improvement. But unlike Lean and Six Sigma, TOC specifically emphases that the
performance of the entire value chain is limited by the strength of its weakest link. This
is a methodology for identifying the most important limiting factor (i.e. constraint) that
limits the way of achieving a goal and then systematically improving that constraint
until it is no longer the limiting factor. In manufacturing, the constraint is often referred
to as a bottleneck. Goldratt states that some machines in a production line affect the
whole system performance much more than other machines, these machines are called
bottlenecks. In order to improve the whole system’s performance when it comes to, for
instance: throughput, inventory, WIP etc., the performances of these bottlenecks needs
to be improved.
There are mainly five sequential steps in the process of theory of constraints suggested
by Goldratt & Cox (1993) to focus improvement efforts on the system that is capable
of producing the most positive impact and helps to manage the changes. They are as
follows:
1. Identify the system constraint
2. Decide how to exploit the constraint
3. Subordinate and synchronize to the constraint
4. Elevate performance of the constraint
5. Repeat the process

Figure 1: - The 5 Steps of Theory of Constraints
The brief explanation of each steps as follows.

1
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Identify the System Constraint
As mentioned above, the strength of a chain is determined by its weakest link. In order
to find out the strength of a chain, we will identify the weakest link of that particular
chain to understand the constraint and thereby the bottleneck. Likewise in
manufacturing area one has to find out the factors that results in the production
breakdown or restraints by study the process flow of work in order to find out the main
constraints.
Decide how to exploit the constraint
The second step is to strengthen the constraint. Once the restrain factor is identified,
next step will be to make the weak link stronger and to get more out of the constraint.
According to Goldratt (1980), there are two ways to strengthen the constraint: either
get more out of what you have or add more capacity. As we know adding more capacity
increases cost and TOC sees controlling costs as a necessary condition for reaching the
goal. So, this second step emphases on getting as much out of the constraint as possible
– not on adding capacity. He also point out that some techniques that are helpful here
comprise kaizen events to reduce setup times, experimental designs to increase
throughput, and statistical process control (SPC) to help maintain the gains and work
on continual improvement.
Subordinate and synchronize to the constraint
The third step will be to subordinate and align the whole company to support the
decision made in second step. After exploiting the constraint, we should take action to
ensure that the constraint is not overburden. When a particular constrained process is
performing at full capacity, the flow of other secondary processes is limited to the speed
or capacity of the constrained process
Elevate the performance of the constraint
Here the term elevates means increase the capacity of the systems constraint with some
additional improvements and major changes needed. In this step whatever actions are
necessary to eliminate the constraint are taken - the constraint no longer exists after this
step
Repeat the process
The final step of this theory says that the performance of the whole system needs to be
assessed again and it should start over from the first step. This is because as long as the
initial constraint is solved, the constraints might move to new area in the same system.
Hence it’s mandatory to follow the improvement cycle one more time.
Many researchers have analyzed the drawbacks of TOC and it has been noticed that this
theory cannot be applicable if the process or machine having constraints is constantly
moving (Marton & Paulova, 2010). Pehrsson (2013) pointed out another drawback of
TOC which is its inability to foresee the next improvement step until the previous one
has been implemented. The application of TOC in combination with a method for
constraints detection could, at least to some amount, overcome these weaknesses.
2
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2.1.2

Lean Principles

An introduction on lean principles will be presented
in this section, in order to gain more knowledge in the area of lean production and its
tools practicing in real world industries.
The main aim of lean production is to eliminate waste by reducing or minimizing
variability related to supply, processing time, and demand. According to Shah & Ward
(2007), reducing the variability related to only one source at a time helps a firm in
eliminating only some of the waste from the system; not all waste can be addressed
unless firms can attend to each type of variability concomitantly. That is, processing
time variability cannot be eliminated unless supply and demand variability is also
reduced. For instance, variability in setup times and delivery schedule by suppliers both
contribute to firms holding excess inventory in order to prevent starving downstream
work stations. But reducing setup time variability alone does not eliminate excess
inventory from the system, because firms will continue to hold excess inventory to
accommodate variability in supplier delivery. To reduce excess inventory of all types,
firms will have to secure dependable suppliers in addition to developing a trustworthy
process.
The lean approaches mainly targets to meet demand instantaneously, with perfect
quality and zero waste which means that the flow of products and services always
delivers exactly what customers need in perfect quality, in exact quantities exactly when
needed (not too early or too late), exactly where and at the lowest possible cost. It results
in items flowing rapidly and smoothly through processes, operations and supply
networks. Slack & Lewis (2011), point out the main element of lean principle shown
below

Figure 2: The four element of lean
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Customer-based demand triggers: In the lean approach, it is very important that the
demand is to be met exactly when it is needed, no more no less, not early not late, and
always to exact levels of quality. This can be achieving only by knowing the exact
demand which is relatively steady. The effect of this is that the ability to implement
lean principles is much better when an organization) the nature and level of the current
demand on its available resources. By utilizing the pull system or pull control, the
companies can be able to meet the customer based triggering and to meet demand.
Synchronized low: Synchronized flow means that items in a process, operation or
supply network flow smoothly from start to finish. It is known that the inventory in
between the flows might be accumulates when the flow will try to meet the demand
which results in unexpected delays, processing issues or flow issues which becomes
asynchronous situations. Lean mainly focus in smooth and synchronize flow and once
this state is achieved, it becomes more easier to expose any sort of indiscretions in
process flow which may go more deep rooted underlying problems.
Involvement behavior: Slack & Lewis (2011) suggested that like TQM, the lean
approach stressed the importance of individual involvement. So the behavior is partly
the function of synchronous flow, which is itself a function of customer-based
triggering of demand. Furthermore, it is these changes in motivation and behavior that
in turn lead on to the fourth element – waste elimination.

Waste elimination: This element is the most significant part of lean implementation,
where waste is any activity that does not add value.
Toyota has identified seven plus one major types of non-value-adding activities in
business or manufacturing processes, which even can be applied to product
development, order taking, not just a production line. Liker & Meier (2006) explained
these different types of wastes in Toyota Field book which is described below.
1. Overproduction: Producing items earlier or in greater quantities than required by the
customer. Producing earlier or more than is needed generates other wastes, such as
overstaffing, storage, and transportation costs because of extra inventory.
2. Waiting: Workers simply serving as watch persons for an automated machine, or
having to stand around waiting for the next processing step, tool, supply, part, etc., or
just plain having no work because of no stock, lot processing delays, equipment
downtime, and capacity bottlenecks.
3. Transportation: Moving work in process (WIP) from one place to another place in a

process, even if it is only a short distance.
4. Over processing: This means taking unwanted steps to process the parts. Inefficiently
processing due to poor tool and product design, causing unnecessary motion and
producing defects. Waste is generated when providing higher quality products than is
necessary.
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5. Excess inventory: Excess raw material, WIP, or finished goods causing longer lead
times, obsolescence, damaged goods, transportation and storage costs, and delay. Also,
extra inventory hides problems such as production imbalances, late deliveries from
suppliers, defects, equipment downtime, and long setup times.
6. Unnecessary movement: Any motion employees have to perform during the course
of their work other than adding value to the part, such as reaching for, looking for, or
stacking parts, tools, etc.
7. Defects: This includes the Production of defective parts or corrections taken place in
process. Repairing of rework, scrap, replacement production, and inspection means
wasteful handling, time, and effort.
8. Unused employee creativity: Losing time, ideas, skills, improvements, and learning
opportunities by not engaging or listening to your employees. It is very important to use
the creativity of employees wisely to improve the productivity.
According to Andersson, Eriksson & Torstensson (2006), there are many reasons to
introduce lean techniques in an organization, as it may contribute meaningfully in
cutting costs and providing competitive advantages to organization. Lean benefits also
include reduced work-in-process, increased inventory turns, increased capacity, cycletime reduction and improved customer satisfaction. According to a recent survey, see
NIST (2003), of 40 companies that had adopted lean manufacturing, distinctive
improvements are visible in three main areas. These improvement areas include:
Operational Improvements (reduction of lead time, increase in productivity, reduction
in work-in-process inventory, etc.), Administrative Improvements (reduction in order
processing errors, streamlining of customer service functions so that customers are no
longer placed on hold, etc.) and Strategic Improvements (reduced costs, etc.).
At the same time, lean principles have some criticism associated with it. Andersson,
Eriksson & Torstensson (2006) points out that lean principle requires a stable platform,
where scale efficiency can be maximized. Also highly dynamic conditions cannot be
dealt with, as there is no room for flexibility due to the focus on perfection, which is
always a purpose of particular market conditions at a certain period of time. Also many
researches and studies showing that the lean principles cannot apply in all the industries.
Lean is made to seem as easy as following a few steps in a methodology, while the
reality is far more difficult to achieve.
2.1.2.1
Value Stream Mapping
A value stream map can be defined according to (Belokar, Kumar & Kharb, 2012) as
an end-to-end collection of processes/activities that can be able to creates value for the
customer, where the value stream includes people, tools and technologies, physical
facilities, communication channels and policies and procedures. Also it includes both
value adding activities and non-value adding activities having information flow and
materials flow from its raw materials to end customer. Taiichi Ohno (1988) developed
the material and information flow mapping as a standard method for mapping the flows
visually in Toyota production system. According to Rahani & Al-Ashraf (2012),
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Value stream mapping (VSM) is an effective tool for the practice of lean manufacturing
as this approached the entire process flow in a three-step methods in which first
producing a diagram showing the actual material and information flows or Current State
on how the actual process operates. This is created while walking down the production
line. Secondly, a Future State map is produced to identify the root causes of waste and
through process improvements that could give great commercial impact to the process,
a lean process flow. These improvements are then carried out, the Implementation Plan
as part and partial details and action needed to gain the project objectives in process
kaizen or continuous improvement.
A value stream map illustrates the flow of materials and information as the product or
service moves through the process. Value Stream mapping aim is identified waste in
terms of non-value added activities. The value stream mapping is used to analyze and
map in order to reduce the waste in processes, enable flow, and to make the process for
better efficiency.
Value stream mapping uses are to identify:
 Overproduction
 Waiting
 Transportation
 Inventory
 Motion
 Over-processing
 Defects
 Improper use of human intellect
Methodology:
1. Choose one product or product family.
2. Follow the product or the product family’s route from door to door and gather
data. Draw a map with each process in the present materials-- and information
flow.
3. Draw a map over a future state showing an improved value creating flow.
4. Create an action plan to reach the future state.
5. Carry through and follow up the work, continue working with the next flow.

Figure 3: - Methodology for Value stream mapping
One of the limitation of value stream mapping is that many skills and efforts are
required to find the real improvements in system; it is not just a matter of drawing
pictures. According to Serrano, Ochoa, & Castro, (2008), there is a wide gap between
the theory and the actual level of real-world application and the other downside of this
method is its static, descriptive nature and its inability to analyze the true dynamic
6
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behavior of the real system. This method doesn’t help to find the exact location of
system bottleneck and its improvement action for that problem. At the same time, it
would be possible to overcome some of these issues by merging this method with
simulation model. This technique is used in this research project where the authors starts
with the VSM to map the material flow prior to simulation modelling.
2.1.3

Six Sigma

The Six Sigma is one of the improvement theory that can be consider as a strategic
initiative to reduce the cost of poor quality and customer dissatisfaction using
systematic problem solving methodology emphasizing the reduction of variations. This
process is used to eliminate defects and inefficiencies in a process or service. The Six
Sigma method was presented in the mid-1980s at the Motorola Corporation when the
company began to focus on strategies to reduce product defects. As a result of those
efforts, Motorola won the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award in 1988. Today,
Motorola holds the trademark for Six Sigma (Carter, 2010). Like lean principle, six
sigma also aims to eliminate anything that does not meet customer needs and establish
what is important to customer. The Six Sigma is defined “as a business process that
allows companies to drastically improve their bottom line by designing and monitoring
everyday business activities in ways that minimize waste and resources while
increasing customer satisfaction” by some of its proponents, see Magnusson et al.,
(2003). The main aim includes reducing the variations on a product or services in order
to achieve the customer satisfaction. As we know in any business, customer satisfaction
will be the prime aim of the company for having long term collaboration with customers
and real the business goal.

The most widely known methodology for the implementation of Six Sigma is DMAIC
which stands for Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control. The main purpose
of DMAIC is to guide the Six Sigma model application considering its five constitutive
steps and is used to improve existing process. The figure 4 shows the frame work for
implementing the method.
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Figure 4: Frame work of six sigma

The five steps which are following for executing the method as follows:
1. Define: The first step is to define which process or product that needs improvement.
It also includes defining the most suitable team members to work with the improvement
actions. The step involves defining the customers of the process, their needs and
requirements, and creates a map of the process that should be improved.
2. Measure: The next step includes the investigation of the problem in detail by
analyzing the data to find out the key factors that have the most influence on the process
and occurrence of the problem. Since all the decisions are based on data driven, the data
must be appropriate and accurate. Process mapping is recommended for this purpose to
find out each step in the process.
3. Analyse: This includes understanding the data that have been collected and the
problem is clearly identified. The team looks into the data to understand the root cause
of the problem and analyze the factors that need to be improved.
4. Improve: In the improvement step, solutions are identified and implemented to
address the root cause of the problem. Here team analysis should be required to design
and implement new and most effective solution which is cost benefit analysis. Once the
new strategies are identified, there should be an implementation plan to execute.
5. Control: The final step includes the monitoring or auditing the implemented solution.
The team should verify if the implementation was successful and ensure that the
improvement sustains over time.
Klefsjö et al., (2001) point out some criticism for six sigma, that it has the same common
features as TQM and that does not, in principle, contain anything new. In more detail,
they state that Six Sigma is a highly disciplined, data-oriented, top-down approach,
which typically includes four stages (measure, analyse, improve and control) and the
use of statistical decision tools. The new thing concerning Six Sigma is the explicit
linking of the tactical and the strategic, For example, statistical techniques are used in
a systematic way to reduce variation and improve processes, and there is a stronger
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focus on results, including customer needs. Klefsjö et al., (2001) see Six Sigma rather
as a methodology within the larger framework of TQM.

2.1.4

Factory Physics

Factory Physics defines the capacity of a system as “the maximum average rate at which
entities can flow through the system” Hopp and Spearman (2000). In this regard,
utilization of a machine/station, um, is defined as: rm/cm, where rm is the arrival rate into
the machine and cm is the machine capacity, and N is the total number of machines.
With this understanding of utilization, Factory Physics states that the bottleneck of a
system is the station with the highest utilization. Recall that in queuing theory, the
queuing time (QT) of a system will approach ∞ when um=1 because QT α u/u-1.
Therefore, a basic principle of production system is that the throughput of a system is
always less than its capacity. In general, the common understanding of practitioners in
measuring average um in order to detect bottleneck conforms to this definition. In
practical situations, both in real shop floor and in simulation models, it is possible to
measure the capacity of each station and the average rate parts flow into it, in order to
determine Um. But this kind of data measurement is actually seldom implemented, both
in real and simulated production lines. Nonetheless, in the literature, there are other
more advanced approaches to define and determine bottlenecks (Ng, Bernedixen &
Pehrsson, 2014).
Factory Physics is defined by Wallace and Spearman (2008) as “a systematic
description of the underlying behavior of manufacturing systems”. They briefly
summaries the opportunities that are opened by understanding these behaviors and
being able to work with the natural tendencies of manufacturing systems as follows
according to Pehrsson, (2013):




Identify opportunities for improving existing systems.
Design effective new systems.
Make the trade-offs needed to coordinate policies from disparate areas.

He also point out that the Factory Physics is based on a set of principles, defined through
mathematical expressions and equations, such as Little’s Law, worst-case performance
and practical worst-case performance. Other principles are formulated as statements,
such as “Increasing variability always degrades the performance of a production
system”.
The essential aspects of systems analysis are as follows:
1. A systems view: - The first step highlights the importance of a broad, holistic view
of a problem, relating to its context in a system.
2. Mean-ends analysis: - The second step focuses on specifying the objective, or
objectives, to be used when evaluating alternatives according to the third step
3. Creative alternative generation: - In this step, a broad perspective, with a system
approach, is held when seeking alternative solutions.
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4. Modeling and optimization: - The fourth step aims at quantifying the alternatives and
comparing them to the objectives. Various methods for modelling and optimization can
be used, depending on the complexity of the system and the potential impact of the
resulting decision
5. Iteration: - The fifth step denotes that objectives, alternatives, modelling, and
optimization are repeated in a learning process, especially when analyzing complex
systems
Ignizio (2009) uses three major equations to model factories, in order to study the
impact of variability and throughput capacity on factory performance. From his study,
he concludes that these equations are “generally of academic interest and have limited
practical value since the prediction of performance of more complex factories are, at
present, best achieved from the Discrete Event Simulation models”.
2.2 Bottleneck and Detection Methods
In this section the explanation of bottleneck and different bottleneck detection methods
will be present.

2.2.1

Bottleneck – what is bottleneck?

Roser, Nakano & Tanaka, (2002) defines bottleneck is seen as a stage in a production
system that has the largest effect on slowing down or stopping the entire system, either
for an instant in time or averaged over a longer time period. Therefore, it is of interest
to determine the bottleneck in order to improve the throughput of the production system
by improving the throughput of the bottleneck. All production systems are constrained
by at least one bottleneck. There may be one or more bottleneck machines in the entire
system throughout the cycle which causing production delays than other machine in the
system. A production system may have a dominant bottleneck which will appear as the
bottleneck most often during analysis or it may have momentary bottlenecks that keep
shifting in the system with time (Sengupta, Das & VanTil, 2008). Roser, Nakano &
Tanaka,(2002) point out that the detection of the bottleneck is complicated as the
bottleneck shifts between different machines, depending on the preceding random
events. A non-bottleneck machine may become a bottleneck, for example due to a
machine failure, and similarly a bottleneck machine may become a non-bottleneck
machine. Over longer periods of time, a system therefore may not only have one
primary bottleneck, but also secondary and tertiary bottlenecks, i.e. machines which are
also occasional bottlenecks, yet to a lesser extent than the primary bottleneck.
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Bottleneck can be classified based on the duration of bottleneck machines in the system.
It can be classified as short term and long term bottleneck. Short term or momentary
bottleneck machines are machine which hinder the system performance for the short
duration of time. Long term bottleneck are machines which is having high bottleneck
time and dominates all other machines in the system. As per Roser, Nakano & Tanaka,
(2002), momentary bottlenecks are machine which obstructs the performance of the
system at particular instant and it can be classified into Sole bottleneck, shifting
bottleneck and multiple bottleneck. If the bottleneck is a single independent bottleneck
machine in the whole system at any instant, then that machine is in sole bottleneck
machine. At the same time if the bottleneck is shifting between two or more machines
in the system at any instant, then those machines are called as shifting momentary
bottleneck machines. If two or more independent bottleneck machines simultaneously
exist in the system at any instant, then we can consider those machines as multiple
bottleneck machines. This sort of bottlenecks can be seen in complex production
systems.

2.2.2

Bottleneck Detection methods

This section focus on presenting the different types of bottleneck detection methods
studied from different literature and researches done in this area. Six methods for
detecting bottlenecks were found and presented below.
1) Average active duration method
Roser, Nakano & Tanaka (2002) describes the average active method to detect and
monitor bottle-necks in both a steady state and in an inactive steady state. This method
start with grouping all possible machine states into two different group which is either
active state or in-active states. Whenever the machine may cause other machines to
wait, this state is active. For example working on one part may cause next machine to
wait for the completion of the part, or a machine under repair may block previous
machines. A state is inactive if the linked machine is not active but instead waiting for
the completion of another task, for example the arrival of a part or service, or for the
removal of a part. See figure 5.

Figure 5:- Average active duration method
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The bottleneck detection method compares the durations of the active periods of the
different machines. The method compares the active periods for each machine and the
machine with the lowest average is probably the bottleneck in the system.
2) The Momentary Bottleneck / Shifting bottleneck Detection
This method will be able to detect and monitor the shifting momentary bottleneck of a
production system, and also can be able to determine the average bottleneck over a
selected period of time. It is obvious that in an interconnected complex production
system, there will be always blocking and starving of machines. This method is a
continued development and improvement based on the method of the average active
duration (Roser, 2001). According to her, if there is an overlap between two consecutive
bottlenecks, the overlap period is marked as a shifting bottleneck period and both
bottlenecks are considered momentary bottlenecks during the shifting period. The
overlap of the active period of a bottleneck with the previous or subsequent bottleneck
represents the shifting of the bottleneck from one machine to another machine. The
shifting bottleneck detection technique (Roser et al., 2002) is used in comparison to the
SCORE method and can be summarized as follows and as shown in the figure 6. Using
this method, it can be able to determine at any given time if a machine is in a shifting
bottleneck, sole bottleneck or a non-bottleneck, and also the shifting of the bottleneck
can be detect and monitored at all times.
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Figure 6: Shifting bottleneck principle (From FACTS Analyser Help)
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3) The average bottleneck
The above mentioned bottleneck detection method detects and monitors the momentary
bottleneck at any instant of time. If we want to investigate a period of time rather than
instant of time, we can consider this method. To find the bottleneck during a period of
time the available data is analyzed and the momentary bottlenecks are determined over
the selected period of time.
Figure 7 illustrates (from previous example) chart and the bottleneck distribution
between the different machines. The chart shows that M1 is the primary bottleneck and
that M2 is the secondary bottleneck, this means that the largest improvement could be
achieved by improving the throughput for M1. (Roser, Nakano & Tanaka, 2002).

Figure 7 - Average bottleneck, interpreted from Roser, Nakano & Tanaka (2002).
4) Utilization method
In the machine utilization method (Law & Kelton, 2000), the machine which is having
the largest utilization is considered to be the bottleneck machine. This can be achieved
by calculating the average time that each machine spends as bottleneck.
5) Queue size (in front of a machine)
It is possible to detect a bottleneck by measuring the queue size in front of a particular
machine; the machine with the longest queue should be the bottleneck. (Roser, Nakano
& Tanaka, 2002). In this method, the queue lengths of different machines were
analyzed and identify. This method detects momentary bottlenecks, but not suitable for
systems with different batch sizes or systems with no upstream and downstream buffer
in a production line.
6) Waiting time (in front of a machine)
Like the queue size method, the bottleneck can also determine from the waiting time of
material in front of machines, the difference is that the measurement is on how long a
product is waiting before a machine. (Lima, Chwif & Barreto, 2008)
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2.3 Simulation
According to Law (2007) simulation is one of most widely used operation –research
and management science technique and modeling tool where we use a computer to
evaluate a model numerically and data can be gather in order to obtain the desire true
characterizes of the system. Ulgen & Gunal, (1998), suggested that the studies that
performed in the past indicate the importance of use of simulation could be in the design
and operation of production systems of all kinds of manufacturing.
Banks et al., (2010) define simulation as,”the imitation of the operation of a real-world
process or a system over time”. The simulation produces artificial data which is used in
order to evaluate and analyze the real system. The behavior of a system as it evolves
over time is studied by developing a simulation model. Once a model has been validated
it can be used to study how certain changes would affect a real production system.
Simulation can also be used to predict how a new system would perform, and this can
be a very useful tool in order to identify constraints of a planned system at an early
phase. Simulation can also be used to study systems in the design stage, before such
systems are built. Thus we can say, simulation modeling can be used both as an analysis
tool for predicting the effect of changes to existing systems and as a design tool to
predict the performance of new systems under varying sets of circumstances.
Simulation has many advantages and disadvantages pointed out by Banks et al., (2010).
Some of the advantages are explained below:
1. New policies, operating procedures, decision rules, information flows and procedures
can be discovered without interfering ongoing operations of the real system.
2. Physical layouts, hardware designs, transportation systems can be tested without
requiring resources for their acquisition.
3. Hypotheses about how or why certain phenomena occur can be tested for feasibility.
4. Time can be compressed or expanded to allow for a speed-up or slow-down of the
phenomena under investigation.
5. Insight can be obtained about the interaction of variables.
6. Insight can be obtained about the importance of variables to the performance of the
system.
7. Bottleneck analysis can be performed to discover where works in process,
information, materials are being delayed excessively.
8. A simulation study can help in understanding how the system operates rather than
how individuals think the system operates.
Some disadvantages are mentioned below:
1. Model building requires special training. It is an art that is learned over time and
through experience.
2. Simulation results can be difficult to understand. Most simulation outputs are
basically random variables, so it can be hard to differentiate whether an observation is
a result of system interrelationships
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3. Simulation modeling and analysis can be time consuming and expensive.
4. Simulation is used in some ‘cases when an analytical solution is possible.
Discrete event simulation
Discrete-event systems simulation is the modeling of systems in which the state variable
changes only at a discrete set of points in time (Banks et al., 2000). A discrete system
is one in which the state variable change only at a discrete set of points in time. The
simulation models are analyzed by numerical methods rather than by analytical
methods
Steps in simulation study

Figure 8: Steps in a Simulation Study (Banks et al., 2000).
Banks et al., (2010) present procedures for how this could be divided in a twelve step
model, see the figure 8. The steps are briefly described below:
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Problem formulation
As we aware, every study should begin with a definition of the problem or a definition
of what we are going to analyze. It is then very important to understanding the problem
between the ordering company/person and the analyst performing the simulation. Once
the problem is understood the project can move on to the next step.
Setting of objectives and overall project plan
The next step is that the objectives should be well-defined before beginning the
simulation. At this point, a determination should be made concerning whether
simulation is the appropriate methodology for the problem. At the same stage the
decisions and breakdown planning should made concerning the number of people
involved, the cost of the study, timeline for completing the study and the results
expected at the end of each stages.
Model conceptualization
It is advisable in this step is to build a simple model that works and then after this
elaborate the model into a more complex one if required. Involving the model user at
this stage will be enhancing the quality of the resulting model and increase the
confidence of model user in the application of model. This helps in validation and can
also avoid waste in terms of time or money. The model should not be more complicated
than what is required to fulfill the intended purpose.

Data collection
In the simulation study more than 60% of time is consuming for the data collection part.
Since data collection takes such a large portion of the total time required to Perform a
simulation; it is necessary to begin it as early as possible, usually together with the early
stages of model building. If the input data is bad then the output data and the results
will be bad as well. If the goal is to develop accurate results at the end, then we have
to collect data in detail and use them correctly as an input. Both at the beginning and
during creating the model, it is efficient to get data as much as possible.
Model translation
The amount and quality of data determines the complexity of the simulation model and
programming required to complete this, which in turn determines the simulation
software that needs to be used. In general the simulation software is powerful and
flexible but the level of complexity it can handle differs and it is therefore important to
identify what is required in order to build the model and after this select the most
appropriate software.
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Verification
The verification step is very important for all simulation study as this focus on making
sure that the model performs as expected and handle the logic and structure by which
the model is built. If the input parameter and logical structure are correctly represented
in the model, then the verification is considered as successfully completed. To study
the behavior of the model would help the user to control the logical flow and accomplish
the model building which is close to reality.
Validation
The validation can be accomplished through the calibration of the simulation model, an
iteration process of comparing the actual system result to the result of created model.
Also this process needs to be repeated until the model accuracy is acceptable. This step
has to be completed before any experiments with the simulation model are conducted.
Experimental design
In the experimental design phase the steady state analysis is done in order to determine
the warm-up period that the model needs before it is steady and produces reliable output
data. The decision need to be taken regarding the length of simulation runs, warm up
time and number of replications to be made of each run. The simulation horizon is also
determined based on the warm-up period. When this is done a replication analysis is
made in order to determine the amount of simulations that is needed. After this the
experimental plan is set and decided specifying which experiments that will be
conducted and how they will be performed
Production runs and investigation.
Production Runs and analysis
In this step, the production run and their analysis are used to measure the performance
of the system designs that are being simulated.
More runs?
After the production run and analysis of simulation, the analyst can decide whether the
model needs to have more runs and analysis with new setup.
Documentation and reporting
According to Banks et al., (2010), there are two types of documentation and reporting
named progress and program. Program documentation is very important if the model
and data will be used by same or different analyst at the later stages. This will help to
understand the way of model is created and the program operates. Also the model user
can be able to change parameters and play around with input and output to study
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the behavior of model in future stages. Progress reports are beneficial in order to follow
the decision making and chronology of the work and it can later be used as a standard
and guide of how to conduct future simulation work. It is also important during the
course of the work as it makes it easy to follow up and make sure that the project
progress as planned. At the end of a simulation project it is also important to make a
final report where the results of the analysis and the different experiments conducted
and their results are presented in the report. The results of all the analysis should be
clearly reported in the final report.
Implementation
The final step is to implement the chosen solution and implement it. The success of this
step will obviously depends on the previous steps performed in the simulation study.
The knowledge of the model user who involved in the whole process will help to make
changes easily and implement the proposed changes.

2.4 FACTS Analyser
This chapter will present a short description and the main tools of Fact Analyser
(Factory Analyses in Conceptual phase using Simulation) which has been used for
modeling purpose for this study. FACTS Analyser (or simply FACTS hereafter) is an
internet based DES (Discrete event simulation) and SBO (Simulation-based
optimization) software system specifically designed to be a “thick” client application
that accesses the server components through the Web Services with the principle of
illusion of simplicity and system neutrality (Ng et al., 2007). This tool is mainly
supporting factory design, analysis and optimization during the conceptual design
phase. The server component mainly includes discrete event simulation, model
generator, optimization algorithms, data analysis functions and the underlying
integrated database management system. It enables parallel and distributed simulation
experiments and SBO to be run and controlled remotely by multiple users anytime,
anywhere via the Internet.
System Architecture
The figure 9 illustrates the main modules and communication protocols in the system
architecture of fact Analyser that can help for multiple users on the internet. The most
important sub systems associated with this is systems: (1) Web server; (2) optimization
server; (3) database server, and (4) simulation clusters.
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Figure 9:- System architecture of FACTS Analyzer in a multi-user environment. (Ng et
al., 2011)
FACTS Analyser delivers an exclusive graphical user interface (GUI) that is modified
for manufacturing executives to rapidly model a conceptual system design and make
assessments and decisions. The concept of system neutrality and automatic model
generation allows the conceptual design to be stored into a “neutral” standardized
format

The main advantages of using Fact Analyser when compare with other commercial
simulation products for production systems is as follows





Rapid modeling of systems where no programming is required
The software and tools are very easy to learn and use.
The software is tightly integrated with powerful multi-objective optimization
algorithms, making optimization of production systems straightforward, when
compared to other available products
Build-in functions to identify bottlenecks and automatically suggest which
decision variables to improve automatically.

The table below shows the main discrete event simulation (DES) objects on left hand
side and Production control mechanism (PCM) objects on right hand side. The PCM
objects helps in the modeling of complex production flows generally found in industry
even without the help of customized programming.
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Figure 10: - DES objects and PCM objects in FACTS (Ng et al., 2011)
The FACTS analyzer integrates model abstraction, automatic model generation on an
internet-based platform which makes simple to use and thus speeds up the model
building, experimentation and optimization process (Ng et al., 2011). FACTS Analyzer
also fundamentally supports Multi objective optimizations, so that Pareto-optimal
solutions can be generated efficiently for the decision maker to choose a solution that
is the “best” trade-off among the conflicting performance objectives in
designing/improving a production system.

2.5 SCORE (Simulation-based Constraint Removal)
This chapter introduces the mathematical representation of SCORE method that has
been used as the method for bottleneck detection and constraint removal. According to
Bernedixen et al., (2015), the SCORE-method systematically relaxes constraints of the
system (i.e. improvements are implemented to eliminate the constraints) while the
performance of the system (most often throughput, but other performance measures can
be used) is measured with the goal of maximizing the performance (see objective
function 1 below) with as few improvements as possible (objective function 2).
According to the theory of constraints (TOC) (Goldratt, 1997) the highest throughput
improvement will be achieved by removing the most major constraint. In the SCOREanalysis, the processing times, availabilities and repair times are considered as potential
causes for bottlenecks. Nevertheless, the method is valid to a wider range of causes of
bottlenecks that may include, e.g. quality deficiencies, lack of resources, and buffer
issues. These parameters are added as optimization input variables with two levels, see
(3), the original value and an improved value where the constraint is removed. By
transforming these parameters to binary 0/1-variables as in (4), it is possible to calculate
the value of the improvement objective (2). Thus the
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following optimization problem is at the heart of the SCORE-method (Bernedixen, et
al., 2015).

Pehrsson (2013) points out some major disadvantages with the SCORE method, which
is
• The method needs a huge amount of computing power in order to solve the problems
in a reasonable amount of time.
• A simulation model of the production line is a must for conducting the study.
• The SCORE specific parameters must be implemented in the model and integration
with the controlling algorithm must be conducted.
2.6 Multi-objective Optimization
Multi-Objective Optimization aims at finding a set of optimal trade-off solutions with
respect to multiple (≥2) conflicting objectives (Deb, 2004). It would be very useful for
decision makers who are carrying out the production design and system improvements
for finding the most beneficial improvement combinations for a production line through
the use of simulation-based multi-objective optimization. The input variables of the
optimization problem are the local system parameters, such as machine cycle time,
machine availability and mean down time that are considered to be possible to be
improved.

The Multi-Objective Optimization involves optimizing more than one objective
simultaneously as the name implies. Consider an MOO problem in its general
mathematical form (Bernedixen et al., 2015):
Minimize/Maximize (𝒙), 𝑚= 1,2,…,𝑀 … (1)
Subject to 𝑔𝑗(𝒙)≥0,ℎ𝑘(𝒙)=0, 𝑗=1,2,…,𝐽;𝑘=1,2,…,𝐾
With respect to 𝒙= (𝑥1, 𝑥2… 𝑥𝑛) 𝑇, where 𝑥𝑖𝐿≤𝑥𝑖≤𝑥𝑖𝑈 and 𝑖=1, 2…𝑛.
Here, fm(x) represents the required objectives, which can be minimized and maximized
with x as a solution vector (or simply solution), consisted of n decision variables within
their respective lower bounds (xiL) and upper bounds (xiU). The solutions have also need
to satisfy the inequality constraints, gj(x), and equality constraints, represented by hk(x).
In many MOO applications, where the objectives fm(x) are in conflict with each other,
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finding a single best optimal solution is impossible since the improving one objective
would deteriorate the others. The concept of Pareto-optimality, thus introduced that
describing the set of optimal solutions which are the best trade-offs with respect to
fm(x). In order to determine such a set of optimal solutions, popularly known as Paretooptimal solutions, the concept of dominance is commonly used by many MOO
algorithms.

2.7 Conclusion
Based on the literature reviews, we came to the conclusion on different improvement
theories currently practicing on industries and compare the advantages of using
simulation based optimization methodology with these improvement theories. Some of
vital drawbacks of current methodologies such as lean, VSM, Six sigma, theory of
constraints and Factory physics for production system development and improvement
have been identified and explained on respective sections above. The main issue with
these approach is that, it doesn’t take variability into account and less support in
decision making process. There are several methods which is having ability to find the
constraints and bottlenecks in a system, but it does not help to find the true constraints,
severity of the problem, causing factor for that bottleneck, etc. They are not capable
for showing improvement actions in order to resolve that constraints. The decision
makers always looking for optimal solution in production systems with less cost impact
and simple analysis that cannot be done with these improvement theories.
Considering these limitations and deficiencies, our project aims to test and evaluate new
methodology called SCORE and compare the advantages over current methodologies.
This method has the capability for finding the real bottlenecks of a system, cause of that
problem and also advising improvement actions in simple single analysis. The literature
review on core topics related to this method reveals that the above said deficiencies of
improvement theories can be healed with this method. So author’s aims for a qualitative
analysis to find out the advantage of using SCORE method over different theories and
bottleneck detect methods.
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Method
This chapter mainly presents the structure and method of the research that was adopted
for this study. Later the data collection techniques will be presented that were utilized.
The qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection will be considered for the
study. Then this chapter will be concluding by analysing the validity and reliability of
the study.
In order to investigate the research question in real life situation, an application study
was conducted on Volvo trucks selected Plant, Sweden by building a simulation model
of whole production system. Bottleneck analysis was also performed on this model with
SCORE and shifting bottleneck method and optimizes it to achieve multi objective
production improvements. In addition to that, the authors conducted a deep theoretical
study in order to relate the theory and practicality.
The project was started by creating a process mapping with value stream mapping of
production process. Since the target is to perform bottleneck analysis for an entire
facility, so an aggregated simulation model will be developed in FACTS Analyzer, a
simulation tool developed in a previous research project for conceptual modelling. The
main advantages of this tool is the rapid modelling, no programming, easy to learn and
use with powerful multi-objective optimization algorithms, making optimization of
production systems straightforward, when compared to other products. A discrete event
simulation model will be develop for the facility using data and input data analysis
results provided by concern people. The core part of the project was model building,
validation and optimization using data provided by Volvo engineers at the facility. The
complete virtual model of production plant was developed in FACT Analyser and
compared with existing real production parameters to see how far the result can obtain.
Also the deep literature reviews in the field of different bottleneck detection methods
helped the authors to point out the benefits of simulation based optimization for
bottleneck analysis. The model was build and subjected to different factors like varying
the input parameters and abstractions in models. The simulation theories are used to
study the accuracy of simulation based optimization for bottleneck analysis and answer
the research question 1 and 2 in order to reach the goal of the project. The research
question 3 is answered with theoretical review by analysing and comparing different
advantages and drawback of existing system improvement theories and methods such
as Theory of constraints, Six Sigma, Lean principles and Factory Physics.
3.1 Research Approach
According to Williamson (2002), Research is an organised, systematic; data based
critical scientific inquiry or investigation into a specific problem, undertaken with the
objective of finding answer to solution to it. This research project is considered as an
application study on existing system and theoretically it’s an applied research. Applied
research is more concerned with solving specific problems in real life situation. It is
much more practical and highlighting information which is immediately usable in the
solution of actual problem. In the research viewpoint two types of reasoning, deductive
and inductive have been developed. Williamson, (2002) suggested that the deductive
reasoning is linked with the hypothesis testing approaches to research, with which the
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arguments moves from the general principles to particular instances and it is used in the
positivistic tradition of research. On the other hand, Inductive reasoning begins with
some particular instances and concludes with particular general statements or principles
and the interpretive tradition of research.
According to Williamson, (2002), a hypothesis should be applied beside research
questions when research is carried out by a quantitative approach. He illustrates the
design of positivist research as figure 11. Positivist research has been mainly associated
with the quantitative methods of research and even qualitative methods are also used,
particularly by post-positivists. Experimental design and survey are mostly linked to
this sort of research study. Positivist research is mainly based on deductive style of
reasoning which starts with theories and models. It defines the variables for study,
predicts their relationships through the framing of hypothesis and tests those
hypotheses. Generalisations are eventually made after collets the quantitative data or
even qualitative date if needed. The deductive approach is illustrated in the figure11.

Figure 11: Positivist Research Design
In this thesis work, the authors have conducted a deep literature review to choose the
research approach for reaching the goal. The research approach to this study is chosen
by considering the problem that has been raised by the local industry and the theoretical
framework (developed through the literature review) is quantitative or positivist
tradition. Qualitative approaches are also considered in this research study to answer
the research question three due to the time limit of the project with help of theoretical
reviews. Thus, a deductive approach was chosen and we used theory to investigate the
problem by formulating hypothesis to be tested in the real world system. For this
purpose, we understood that simulation study is appropriate in this research project and
has chosen discrete event simulation modelling as tools to accomplish it. The reality
has been modelled and conducted detailed experiments and analysis in order to reach
the research goal.
The generated result from the model has been compared with the reality to understand
the deviation between both cases. The entire process of the research is elaborated in the
coming section. The simulation model is constructed following the 12 steps of a
simulation study that are described in methodology section. The 12 steps are used in
order to create a model with a high face of validity that can more easily be verified and
thus the results will be reliable.
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3.2 Research Strategy
This section explains the strategies for the research study selected in this project. For
this research project, we choose multiple research strategies, which helps to fulfil the
gap between the research questions. The two main strategies used for this research
project are discussed below:
3.2.1

Application Study

This research project was basically an application study that has been conducted in
Volvo trucks selected production plant. For this study, a newly developed promising
simulation tool named FACTS Analyser has been used to simulate the entire factory
production process. With an application study, the main goal of this project was to
analyse and see how far the result produced from the aggregated simulation model of
entire factory production is close to real production results. At the same time, we have
another motivation to find out the bottleneck of the current production process. The
detailed modelling, experiments and optimization can be found in the next chapter. For
this purpose, we have considered the real production results of week X, from the Volvo
Factory and compare the simulation results to find out the deviation between both.
Many experiments have been done and made a comparative study for each work area
and invent the deviations from both results.
3.2.2

Literature review strategy

Literature reviews are very important foundations of research projects in all fields.
Literature review has been done for core areas related to the thesis topic. At the initial
stage of project, authors conducted theoretical reviews on the simulation studies and
different bottleneck improvement theories to gain deeper knowledge in the field of
study. This helps to explore the components of theories which are relevant to the topics
to fulfil the research purpose. Since this research project was purely based on
application study of a software and comparison of improvement theories with that,
literature review was mandatory. We are aware that the simulation studies always need
better concrete of theories and framework that should be followed in order to the build
model. Hence literature study helped the authors to a large extend in order to create a
base for conducting the simulation study to reach the aim.
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3.3.1

Project Planning

The authors started the project with proper planning by understanding the exact scope
of work. A project plan has been developed and got approved from the project
supervisor as a primarily start up by including all the important aspect’s that has to be
included in the project. This plan includes all the scope of work in sequence to reach
the research aim and company target. One of the critical factors to be successful in
project management is to have a comprehensive & detailed project plan; yet have the
flexibility to adapt appropriately based on the unclear circumstances (PMBOK, 2001)
3.4 Understanding the Production Flow
3.4.1.1

Value stream mapping

The detailed explanation of value stream mapping will be presented in this section
In this research project the authors used the Value Stream Mapping tool for
understanding the production and process flow by mapping the entire factory. The step
by step process that followed by the author’s is explained below.











The first step was to study the literature on VSM by referring various articles
and documents.
The second step started with making notes on VSM methodology and its
symbol. At the same time study about the plant layout to understand the material
flow started. Initially DUGA (Resource and layout data system) was referred
for plant layouts with details which were divided according to work area. The
uncertainty at this stage was very high to understand the flow in each work area
and also the main flow. After a session with process owners on material flow in
the plant gave a basic understanding on actual flow. At the end of this step, three
divisions of plant, the stamping, BIW and painting were understood with their
connections and flow.
In the third step basic mapping of stamping and BIW was done as a presentation
for process owners. Then a document on master process was shared with authors
to understand the major components and their sequence of installation.
Fourth step was to start the actual mapping of the plant with data available.
There were few options for the tool or software to be used to draw value stream
mapping (VSM). Few options were like Smart Draw, E-Draw Max, Visio-2016
(professional) and EVSM. After comparing the availability and ease to learn
between these tools, Visio-2016 was selected to draw VSM.
In the fifth step with the information provided on operations, operation sequence
and material flow logic, a first part of the plant was mapped which is stamping.
Then operations like slitting, cutting were added as per their sequence before
the parallel press lines. Finally press lines were added just before the super
market which completed the first part of the mapping.
After super market all the sub-assembly zones for BIW were added with flow
connecting till marriage stations of Mainline. Stamping and BIW is connected
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3.4.1.2

with Logistics and sequencing, which receives information from PRP system on
variants to be produced and their sequence in production.
In seventh step all details of BIW sub-assembly and finish line were added with
their logic of information flow between the cells, which triggers the production.
The cab will pass through the segment 2 where the Cockpit carrier were attached
to the cab and then pass to segment 3. The doors and lids (Luggage lids and
front lids) were attached to the cabs in the segment 3. After segment 3, the cab
will pass to segment 4 for the quality correction and adjustments before going
to skid exchange and painting process.
In the eight steps, after the quality correction the cabs were mounted in the skid
in order to pass through the painting process.
Painting started in the ninth step after skid mounting where the processes were
start from the pre-treatment and E-coat area. This is the first step of painting
process and the cabs were pass through different process stages such as presealing, sealing, plastic assembly, base coat, top coat, different curing ovens in
between the processes, final correction and finally finished cabs were out by
disassembling the plastic parts.
The tenth step was more of adding all the buffers with their capacity and the
information was available with progress of research.
There was a visit planned to the plant in order to visualize and understand better
under the guidance of the process owner. This helped authors to be able to get
modified most of the mapping with flow. Here even painting was modified with
logic of cabs entering final correction area. This completes the Value Stream
Mapping.

Duga system and Plant layout

For any simulation project, understanding the process flow is very essential to avoid
any hindrance on the way and to get impressive result. In this project, plant layout and
access to Duga system helped the authors to get insight about the production processes
from source to sink, i.e. from steel coil to finished cab. Plant layout helped to create an
end to end planning for developing the value stream mapping and simulation model.
The entire individual plant layout has been provided by process owner which aided the
authors to get more into the production flow and process definitions. Duga system also
helps out to realize the sequence of process and extracting the required data for the
modelling.

3.4.2

Model Conceptualization

The authors started with a simple model after understanding the complete production
process of Factory layout. As a preliminary step started building a simple model that
works and then after this elaborates the model into a more complex one. The input data
for the model has been assumed for the initial model before inputting the real data. This
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preliminary model has been run with assumed input parameters and it inspires the
authors to proceed with the construction of final model.
3.4.3

Build Simulation Model

After the model conceptualization stage, authors started to study more deep into the
production processes; attended meeting with process owners to get a clear picture of
process going on at Plant. The major part of the project timeline has been spent on
model building process including the data collection. The authors faced many
challenges during this stage for abstraction in model, input data collection, aggregating
of input data etc. The detailed process of model building is explained in the chapter 5.

3.4.4

Data collection

The date collection techniques that put forward for this thesis has discussed in this
section which in turn helps to create the model and answer the research questions. For
this study, we adopted both qualitative and quantitative data collection method. Both
type of data collection was required to answer the research question quantitatively and
qualitatively. The methods used for collecting data will be as follows
3.4.4.1
Data collection types
Qualitative data collection is one of the types of data collection method which is not
numerical. It means this method produces observations and explanations of both
behaviour and motivation. Qualitative researches are interested in how or why things
happen and they can be defined as ‘subjective’. In this approach, the data is collected
by performing diary accounts, open-ended questionnaires, unstructured interviews or
unstructured observations. Therefore, the data analysis is non-statistical. For this study,
structured interviews, unstructured interviews, meetings and dairy notes has taken into
consideration for collecting qualitative data.
Quantitative research is another approach in research methodology using for data
collection. This method uses numerical data. It uses any method (such as experiments,
observations, questionnaires) that can be turned into statistical information. As it is said;
it is mostly about numbers and researchers believe that findings must be at least in 95%
confidence interval in order to reach a valid result. Moreover, in a quantitative paper
measurement takes an important place because it acts as a bridge between empirical
observation and mathematical expressions. Experimentations, Observations and
questionnaires techniques have been used to collect the quantitative data for the study.
3.4.4.2
Primary Data collection
According to Williamson (2002), primary data is data collected by the researchers in
order to fulfil the purpose of the research work at hand such as observations,
measurements and interviews. For this research study, we used questionnaires,
interview and observations as primary data collection aspects.
3.4.4.3
Interview
According to Williamson, (2002), interviews can be conduct in three different ways,
such as structured, Unstructured, or semi-structured. He also pointed out that to gain
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more knowledge about a topic; interviews were preferred because they permitted
collecting the individuals experience working in the innovation process, in a richer and
more complete way. The authors have conducted several interviews with the process
owners in the form of Skype meetings and face to face meetings during the plant visit.
Interview has conducted with Production managers, production engineers and
department head in order to gain more knowledge about the process and collecting
data’s. At many stages of project we conducted interview with process owners such as,
when the authors started with value stream mapping, data collection for the model,
verification of value stream mapping, verification of simulation model.
3.4.4.4
Observation
The observation of Plant production process was carried out during the Plant visit,
during the initial stage of project in order to get a better understanding of production
flow. According to Yin, (2009), the main advantage of direct observation is the option
to study and analyse important processes, behaviour, and environmental conditions in
real time. It is very important to understand the factory structure to get more idea about
material flow within the factory.
3.4.4.5

Secondary data collection

Secondary data signifies the literature referred to in order to analyse the primary data
and interpret the results, forming an understanding of the purpose and a generating
theoretical framework (Williamson, 2002). For this research project, theoretical data
collection method bears a key role in achieving to collect data’s. The literature review
provides a frame work for us to follow the project from its intimal stage to final stage.
3.4.5

Electronic data collection from database- Duga system

Duga is a real-time supervisory system, allowing doing analysis of data related with the
working progress in each station. It also records data about machine maintenance and
alerts for problems. The authors were able to access the Duga system throughout the
project period and helped massively to understand the process flow and real time data
collection for the analysis. The investigation of Duga system started with the
exploration of Duga manual which is the complete hand to understand the usage of
Duga system. The system also helps to collect the historical data’s of real time
production process which indeed helps to build a model with high validity.
3.4.6

Verification and validation

This is one of the important steps in any simulation modelling project to verify and
validate the model and results. Here we conducted a verification meeting with concern
personal to verify the production flow and present the logic of modelling. All the
modelling attributes and limitation are discussed during this verification meeting and
that helps to validate the model in a good manner. As suggested by Persson (2002), the
validation and verification are very essential activities when defining the accuracy of
the model and the correctness of the simulation study as a whole. Also this process
helps to find the errors and correct them to improve the result. E.g. compare the model
output result with real manufacturing systems output result to see the accuracy.
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3.4.7

Experimentation

Once the model has been verified and validated from the process owners, authors started
with the experimentation and analysis process. In this model, six different experiments
have conducted to verify the result with historical result from factory. All the
experiments and its attributes are explained in the next chapter.
3.4.8

Optimization and post optimality analysis

The model was subjected to optimization with different criteria’s after the
experimentation stage. Many optimization runs has been conducted in order to produce
optimal solution. More details of optimization can see in coming chapter.
3.4.9

Results analysis and Documentation

The result produced from the experimentation and optimization was analysed and
compared to reach the research goal. It’s very important to document all the
experiments and optimization results and this was done successfully by the authors.
3.5 Alternative methods
The alternative methods for bottleneck detection has been discussed in chapter 2.2.
There were 5 alternative methods for bottleneck detection:






Average active duration method
The average bottleneck
Utilization method
Queue size
Waiting time

3.6 Chosen Methodology

For bottleneck detection in this research authors have used shifting bottleneck
detection and SCORE methodology. Chapter 2.2 and 2.5 explains the definition
and advantages of shifting bottleneck detection and SCORE methodology
respectively.
3.7

Simulation Modelling

This chapter describes the detailed simulation modelling of entire plant facility on
FACTS Analyser. This section presents how authors have aggregated the whole
production flow and how they have built along with limitations and simplifications for
the models. The chapter is mainly divided into three sections, where the first part
focuses on the modelling attributes of Stamping and small parts area. The second parts
are concerning about the detailed modelling of Body in white area (BIW) and the third
one focus on the modelling of painting area. The modelling was started after
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understanding the flow of materials and information from the plant layouts from the
process owner and Duga data from the Volvo Plant.

3.7.1

Assumptions and limitations for Modelling

The following assumptions were made on Stamping process for modelling:
The scrap details and related flow of scrap are not captured in the model
Aggregated the group of articles produced in the stamping.
Considered the whole small parts production as a single operation.
The following assumptions were made on BIW process for modelling:
The skid mounting process in between mainline 5 and segment 1 were not considering
in the model.
The cycle times having high degree of variations due to tool change or forming of
calibration were neglected due difficulty in aggregating the data for model.
The customer adaptation cab is not included in the study as these cabs are producing
according to customer requirement. This is having separate flow after main line 5.
The following assumptions were made on painting process for modelling:









3.7.2

All the input data’s for painting area is taken from the process owner, since it is not
available in Duga system.
In the model, only one flow is considered in curing oven 3, which is having two separate
flows in reality.
The alternative flow of cabs from final correction area that flows to colour optimization
buffer were not considered.
The setup time is completed neglected in all the operations of painting
The entire buffer is considered as having availability of 100% and MTTR of 1.
All the curing operations in the painting area is considered as with availability 100
MTTR is assumed as 1 for all exit station of the process.
Availability is assumed 100% for exit station of process.

Model Building:

This is an aggregated model built for whole production plant. The data considered is
for one historic week only (week X). There are many CAB variants made in this plant,
for our study we have considered only two variant families FH and FM as our product
variants for the model. As this is an aggregated model even product variants were
considered to be aggregated with respect to their variant family. For part variants like
components which were married at the mainline and finish line of the BIW section only
were considered. With the time limitation of the study, information about CKD (Cab
knocked down) and customer adaptation were not considered. Small parts adding to the
CAB are considered as 5 main small parts that are added at the mainline, the reason for
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having only five of them is because of high complexity in their material flow and
scarcity of information available at short notice of time.
Step 1: Initially started with only stamping having two sources, one for Steel coil and
another for Shape sheet. The resources and flow was exactly as VSM, having two Press
lines with entry operations as slitting and cutting. Then supermarket was added with
capacity of assumed value. Small parts section was considered as a single operation and
with one source for raw materials like fasteners in the start as very minimal information
available as shown in figure 13 only two variants (Variants in FACTS) were produced
as FH and FM without even stamping articles.

Figure 13: Step 1 FACT Model of stamping production
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Step 2: After stamping BIW was constructed with flow and resource information from
VSM. Here flow started from the supermarket, where all the stamped articles are stored.
Logistics and sequencing picks stamped articles from supermarket, which is still an
operation at this stage and even the pull flow was not implemented in the model. Only
two variants were produced as FH and FM with even stamping articles information was
considered based on the main component division in BIW layout, for example like FH
floor, FM floor, FH engine tunnel, FM engine tunnel etc. As seen in the figure 14.

Figure 14: Step 2 FACT Model of stamping and BIW production
Step 3: After have been started with Stamping and BIW, the next step was to set up two
press lines to work continuously and parallel. Since the exact information of articles
pressed only in press line one or two was not available all articles were allowed to enter
both the press lines. Here Max WIP object was used to achieve the continuous parallel
flow. A batch size of 1000 for each article was used with help of batch object which is
connected to the first station of both the press lines. As seen in the figure 15.
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Figure 15: Step 3 FACT Model with MaxWip object in stamping
Step 4: One of the important challenge in model building was to connect batch
production and sequence production. The connectivity at the plant was from push flow
to pull flow, hence it was very important to have Pull flow to be implemented after
supermarket. After a lot of brainstorming session a concept of using dummy variants
and an assembly node after super market was tested and it served the purpose. Here
dummy variants of all stamping articles used in model were created at a source directly
connected to assembly node with feature of container first being activated for assembly
node. Article sequence and quantity is controlled from the source. Dummy variants
enter assembly node first and will pick the corresponding article from supermarket and
send it forward to BIW as seen in figure 16. More details are explained in working
principle of batch and sequence production.

Figure 16: Step 4 FACT Model from batch to sequence production

Working principle of batch and sequence production
The figure 17 gives the pictorial explanation of the principle, as explained earlier
dummy variants reach assembly node first and then they will pick their real variants
from supermarket making flow from push to pull. The real variants will not be allowed
to enter the assembly node first as they will have identity as part in the assembly table
and dummy variant will have identity as container as shown in figure 17.
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Figure 17: Working Principle for connecting batch and sequence production
Here in the figure 17 a source produces two variants A and B in batch size of 100 each
and then is processed in press line and saved in supermarket. Only when there is demand
raised from sequence production in form of dummy variants, the main variants are
allowed to go to sink. In this example Variant A is required first with quantity of seven
and the variant B with quantity of 3. The dummy Variant A will pick real Variant A
from supermarket and send it forward and dummy variant is not considered in any
calculation as it does not have assembly identity. The lead time and work in progress
will only be calculated for real variants.
Step 5: The next step was to start painting modelling, even here same principle was
used to use all resource and flow information from VSM. The model was built with all
buffer and resource information. Exact buffer information was not available at this stage
yet and only known buffers were added without their capacity. At this stage all work
cells were single operation as the principle of work cell was not invented, which will
be explained in future steps. Complex logic to split the flows based on percentage was
not used yet but plastic parts assembly and disassembly was considered. Two Sinks
were added, one Cabs and other for plastic parts. At this stage the painting model looked
as shown in figure 18.
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Figure 18: Step 5 FACT Model of painting area
Step 6: The detail information on stamping articles was received from the stamping
responsible. Then Max WIP split for stamping was removed and exact articles were
made from steel coil source and shape sheet source. The details of specific articles made
in press line one and two was also added, which made the model exact as reality. After
adding variant specific Cycle time with the help of table for all operations, even set up
time for both the press lines was also added. The shift times were added by taking the
exact shift hours for week X with all breaks information in it. The shifts were added
with the help of an option called as timetable in facts. The warm up time for both the
press lines for first time is 12 hours to fill up the feed storage which feeds the article
made from steel coil that goes through slitting and cutting operation before. These
articles are fed to both the press lines. It was tuff to accommodate the warm up time in
our model as we had set up time for both the press lines which needed for tool change
and even shifts were also specific, Hence another dummy variant concept was used
which will have specific operation time of 12 hours and two as quantity from the source,
one for each press line. The dummy variant had an own source and sink just before and
after the first station of both the press lines as seen in the figure 19. Just one dummy
variant named as stamping warm-up is used, which will be made only for the first time.
CKD exit is inactive as the logic to allow CKD flow was not made with limited
availability of time. Small parts information is not yet added to the model. The model
at this stage looks as seen in the figure 19.
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Figure 19: Step 6 FACT Model with CKD and shift times for stamping
Step 7: The next important challenge was to aggregate a complete work area with
multiple work stations/operations into single operation, which was practically
impossible. Hence a new concept called as work cell was invented which uses a buffer
and operation combination to replace a complete work area. The Work cell concept has
three important parameters like lead time, part handling capacity and exit rate of the
work area. The operation is the exit operation of work area and it has capacity and cycle
time same as reality but buffer will have capacity equal to total capacity of work area
minus exit operation capacity and process time will be lead time minus exit rate. The
more detail working of work cell is explained in Principle of work cell. Work cells for
all the sub assembly areas and main line stations in the BIW were added with their
respective cycle times, MTTR and availability. Please refer Dataforbiw.xls for
information on Cycle times, MTTR and availability. After adding work cell to all BIW
areas next step was to add exit buffers at all sub assembly areas, the information of
buffer capacity is taken from SOBER. Another source called as Seq cab is connected
to mainline marriage station 1 where first set of articles to make the cab will be welded
together. The purpose of this source is to have easy results to calculate throughput, lead
time and work in progress exactly for FH and FM. This source produced only two
variants, the FH and FM. The sequence and quantity is same as maintained in logistics
and sequencing source for all FH and FM articles. In our model for week X, 70% FH
and 30% FM were made hence a quantity of 7 is used for FH and 3 for FM in the source
with option of cyclic being on to produce repeated 7 and 3 combination of FH and FM
cabs. Then two feed stores were added one for main line and second for finish line. The
reason for two stores was to avoid blocking of mainline articles at logistics and
sequencing because of finish line article which were filling up faster in the racks and
assembly operations in finish line used to wait for cabs which takes more time to
complete all mainline operations. In reality finish line articles are made Just-In-time
after cab enter finish line in reality. The Just-In-time concept is not introduced here yet.
CKD exit for BIW is not open for the same reason as stamping. The last step was to
add shifts for BIW, the shift times were added by taking the exact shift hours for week
X with all breaks information in it. The shifts were added with the help of an option
called as timetable in facts. In this step even small parts information is also added after
receiving the information from small parts department. Five main small parts were
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decided to be considered for our model, which will attach to the cab on the mainline.
The small parts flow starts from cutting operation to belt press (In reality there are three
belt presses for our aggregated model we have considered only one operation for belt
press) and then to supermarket till small part operation and then to mainline as seen in
the figure 20.

Figure 20: Step 7 FACT Model of BIW Mainline area
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Finish Line

Figure 21: Step 7 FACT Model of BIW Finish line area
Principle of work cell

Figure 22: Working principle for Aggregation of complete work cell
Work cell methodology is invented to aggregate a complete work area into lesser
functions in simulation, where a combination of a buffer and an operation replaces
complete work area. This methodology has three main parameters like Lead time,
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Capacity and Exit rate of work area as the input. The above example explains work cell
methodology where the work area of Floor RH is aggregated, total capacity of work
area is seven. Lead time is the total time spent by the component in the work area,
basically the difference between the exit time and entry of the component. The Exit rate
is same as last operation in work cell. In work cell the buffer will have capacity of six
(7-1) and process time as lead time minus exit rate. In simulation when the first part
passes both buffer and operation it will complete its lead time as reality. As buffer has
capacity of six it can accommodate five more parts, which will also be allowed to enter
as they arrive. The succeeding parts will enter the buffer and spend their part of process
time and exit after the first part with same time difference as entry. All the parts passing
work cell will have same lead time and same exit rate as cycle time of operation which
is equal to reality exit rate of that work area. With this methodology even work in
progress is maintained similar to reality along with lead time and exit rate.

Step 8: After completing BIW next step was to model painting ovens and work areas
as work cell, work cell methodology is used even here same as BIW. Exact buffer
information with their capacity and positions are added in this step. Shifts are also added
in this step for painting. The shift times were added by taking the exact shift hours for
week X with all breaks information in it. The shifts were added with the help of an
option called as timetable in FACTS. The important challenge in painting was to map
the flow of cabs to different zones based on percentage. FACTS had option to do this
by adding weights to connections between the functions. This function is explained in
detail with example of final correction in principle of weight distribution. After this step
the whole model is complete from stamping to BIW and Painting. The painting after
this step looked like as shown in figure 23.
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Figure 23: Step 8 FACT Model of complete Painting area
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Principle of Weight distribution:

Figure 24: Working principle for Weight distribution in FACTS
In painting after quality inspection 20% of cabs are sent to final correction and 80%
cabs are sent to plastic disassembly. This achieved by having weight on connections.
As seen in figure 24, the connection between Quality inspection and plastic part
disassembly has weight of 8 and connection between Quality inspection and final
correction has value of 2. The weights on connections allow first 8 cabs to go Plastic
part disassembly and next 2 cabs to final correction and after those again 8 cabs to
plastic parts disassembly. Inside final correction there was also a challenge to map the
flow of cabs were almost all cabs spend 10 minutes but few spend one hour. The
frequency of cabs spending one hour was 10%. Hence a work cell was created with two
exit stations Final correction_a and Final correction_b. where exit station Final
correction_a connection had weight as 1 and cycle time as 50 minutes and Final
correction_b had connection weight as 9 and cycle time as 2 minutes. The work cell
(buffer) had a process time of 10 minutes, hence lead time for cabs passing through
Final correction_a was one hour and lead time for cabs passing through Final
correction_b was 12 minutes.
Step 9: In this step the individual zone calculation method and two assembly nodes to
logistics were added. This model has the ability to calculate individual output of each
zone (stamping, BIW and Painting) or combination of two and all together as well. It is
done by adding individual exit after first zone (Stamping), and individual Source and
sink for second and third zone. The source is added at the start of the zone and sink is
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added at the end of the zone. The Principle of Individual zone calculation and
combination of zones calculation explains in detail how individual output is calculated.
The logistics and sequencing was having problem of mainline article being blocked by
finish line article after separate store as well hence another separate assembly node was
added for finish line only. Even when finish line is blocked it will not have any impact
on mainline articles. As shown in figure 25.

Figure 25: Individual Zone calculation method in FACTS
Principle of Individual zone calculation and combination of zones calculation:

Figure 26: Working principle for Individual and combination zone calculation
In figure 26, the three zones are highlighted. Three zones here are Stamping, BIW and
Painting. The first zone has same source but an additional individual sink called as only
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stamping, here only stamped article are allowed to exit by blocking the connection
between super market and logistics and sequencing. Then allowing connection between
supermarket and only stamping, the flow is now from source 1 to Only Stamping.
Basically it is only stamping zone being considered now and experiment conducted will
calculate only stamping. Facts has an option of deactivating connections as seen in
figure 26, by selecting true or false for active option for any connection. Similarly for
second zone which is BIW in this example, an Individual source is connected to start
point of the zone which is Log_Seq_store here. This source will have all the variants
needed for BIW and at the end of zone a sink Only_BIW is added to measure only BIW.
The stamping will be blocked from source1 to calculate only BIW. If combination of
stamping and BIW is needed to be calculated then source1 connection is active and only
stamping, Source BIW and connection between BIW and painting is deactivated. Hence
the flow now is only for stamping and BIW. Similarly for painting an individual source
will be added with all required variants for painting and Sink will remain the common
sink. For only Painting source1 and source BIW is deactivated and Only Painting is
activated. For combination BIW and Painting, source 1 and only _BIW is blocked and
source BIW and connection between BIW and painting is activated. Hence now the
calculation will be for both BIW and stamping. With this method individual or
combination zone throughput, lead time, utilization and bottleneck can be calculated.
3.8 Data Aggregation:
Stamping: Initially it was difficult for data aggregation team to extract data on
stamping from the system and less information was available. The data was then
received from stamping department which contained details of each article with its
respective Cycle times, Variant ID, Press line number, source made from (steel coil or
Shape sheet), cab type, batch size and yearly demand. A batch size of 1000 was
considered for all the stamping articles. Please refer Appendix 1 for details. The main
focus of Aggregation was to calculate mean cycle time for a combination of articles.
First individual cycle time for each article was calculated, the cycle time for each article
was provided in stroke per minute. One article is made per stroke, hence to have it in
seconds 60 was divided by strokes per minute cycle time and again divided by 5 to get
the cycle time per press in seconds. Articles were made as per their yearly demand and
most articles had different yearly demand varying from 500 to 10000, hence it was
challenging to calculate a mean value. In stamping articles pressed for CKD are also
considered. Articles were aggregated to the part variants as mentioned earlier in
methodology for model building. For example side inner panel, side outer panel,
reinforcement, A-pillar, B-pillar and articles coming in side region were considered as
cab side with right hand and left hand being different and they were aggregated to match
same product variant. Product variant are same two FH and FM, hence for sides it was
FH cab side LH and RH and FM cab side LH and RH. Articles for different variants of
variant family were first group together and then those groups were combined together
to make final part variants. For calculating aggregated mean cycle time, yearly cycle
time was calculated for articles by multiplying cycle time with yearly demand. Then
sum of yearly cycle time is calculated for the articles grouped together. For mean cycle
time, sum of yearly time was divided by sum of yearly demand of same group. Hence
Aggregated mean cycle time was calculated as per equation shown below.
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Mean Cycle time =

𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

BIW: Data for BIW was provided by data aggregation team. Data aggregation team
extracted the data from the system for week X. The parameters were provided from
authors to data aggregation team for the data extraction. The BIW model is built on
work cell methodology as explained earlier. The main input required for BIW was
availability, MTTR, lead time of work area, resources/work stations in work area and
exit rate of work area, which is cycle time of last resource in the work area. All the part
variants are kept same for BIW as well and even product variant. The different variants
of cab types were aggregated into two product variants FH and FM. The data
aggregation team provided two set of data for complete BIW, First set was with lead
time, number of resource, availability and MTTR for all work areas and the second set
was with individual time of each resource. The second set of data was used to calculate
exit rate only. The Data provided contained various product variant types, which had to
be aggregated into two variant types hence average of all variant type was considered
for calculation. Average lead time was calculated first and then exit rate was extracted
from second set of data provided by data aggregation team. Please refer Appendix 2 for
detail information.
Painting:
In this section, the authors have explained the data aggregation of each operation
throughout the painting process. The model building of painting area starts just after
the buffer named BU1, where the cabs are stored. The logic of distributing the total
capacity of particular work area into buffer and operation is also considered to model
the paint shop. Hence the buffer and operation together comprise the work cell. The
lead time for the whole work area has been divided into these buffer and exit operation
in order to have correct distribution of processes timings.
The first operation pre-treatment is having the total capacity of 9 is modelled by adding
a buffer and an operation, so called as work cell. Then distribute the capacity of work
area for buffer named with WC_PT as 8 and operation named with Pre-treatment as 1,
since this resource is the exit operation of that entire process. The lead time for whole
pre-treatment process also distribute among the buffer and operation, such a way that
the lead time is divided with the capacity and find out the exit rate of production and
input it into the exit operation and rest of time to buffer. B_EC is the buffer just before
the e-coat process with capacity of 14 and assumed the availability as 100 and MTTR
as 1. Then the next operation is E-coat with total capacity of 4 that distributed to work
cell buffer WC_EC (3) and exit operation E-coat (1). This process is having a lead-time
of 520 seconds where exit operation has 130 sec and rest on work cell. Then the cab
passes to curing oven 1 having capacity of 17 distributed to work cell curing WC_C1
and exit curing operation curing_1. Here the total lead time of 2040 sec is input to both
operations in the same way.
The authors followed the same way of data aggregation throughout the painting process.
All the capacity details and average time taken for each operations has been provided
by the process owner since the painting process is not in DUGA. Please refer Appendix
3 for detailed input data for painting used for modelling.
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4.1 Bottleneck Analysis and Optimization
This chapter mainly focus on the experimentation and bottleneck analysis that have
been conducted on the final simulation model in FACTS Analyser with different setup.
Also the optimization setup and results of the model will be presented.

4.1.1

Experimentation and Results

This section will present a detailed description of the experiments that have been
conducted for the simulation study using FACTS Analyser. There are six experiments
conducted on the model with different conditions and considerations. The results of
different experiments from the simulation model has been compared with the real
output data of factory provided by the process owners.
Steady state Analysis

Figure 27: Steady state Analysis Graph of the final Model

A steady state analysis has been conducted with an animation on the final model. The
simulation horizon was set for 28 days and 10 replications with shifts for Stamping and
BIW. We can see from the figure 27 that the model is achieving a steady state after its
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transient period. The model is again going to transient state since the model has not
been running for weekends.
Utilization Graph
The utilization of operations in the final model is shown in the graph shown below.

Figure 28: Utilization graph of final model
Conditions for all the experiments:
CAB sequence: 7 FH and 3 FM, Warm up time 7days and simulation horizon 12 days
(Week X), with shifts and breaks for stamping, BIW and Painting

Experiment No.1 - Stamping, Body in white and painting
In the experiment number 1, the whole factory production has been taken into
consideration and conducted the experiment to compare the number of parts produced
from the model and total number of parts produced in the reality. The results produced
from the model and compared with real factory data is shown below.
Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons.
A Current deviation = 11% was seen when compared simulation results with reality.
The bottleneck analysis is one of promising feature of FACTS to identify the possible
constraints and bottlenecks in the system, even helps to determine which operations is
on bottlenecks in its rank order. The bottleneck results for the entire plant is shown in
the figure 28, using the shifting bottleneck detection method.
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Figure 29: Bottleneck frequency graph from experiment No.1

The figure 29 shows the bottlenecks that have been presented in the whole production
process including stamping, BIW and painting. It is very clear from the figure 29 that
curing oven 4, Press line 1 and 2, segment 1, final correction, Slitting, cutting and rear
wall operation is contributing the major portion of bottleneck in the system which
shows in an order. The Curing oven 4 in painting area is having the highest bottleneck
in the system.

Experiment No.2 – Stamping and Body in white
In the experiment number 2, the stamping area and body in white area has been taken
into consideration and conducted the experiment to compare the number of parts
produced from the model and in reality. The results produced from the model and
compared with real factory data is shown below.
Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons.
A Current deviation = 4.6% was seen when compared simulation results with reality.
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Figure 30: Bottleneck frequency graph from Experiment No.2
The result of shifting bottleneck analysis is shown in the figure 30. From the figure 30
itself, it is clear that the Segment 1 welding, rear wall, Press line 2 stations 5 and 1,
Slitting and Cutting are seen as bottleneck.

Experiment No.3 – Stamping Only
In the experiment number 3, only the stamping area has been taken into consideration
and conducted the experiment to see the number of parts produced from the model. The
produced parts are the aggregated article used for modelling the variants

Figure 31: Bottleneck frequency graph from Experiment No.3
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This experiment is done to check the total number of articles produced from the model.
From this experiment, the Cutting line, Press line 2 stations 1 and 5, Press line one
station 5 and 1 are seen as bottleneck.

Experiment No.4 – Body in white only (Mainline and Finish line)
In the experiment number 4, the body in white (BIW) area including the mainline and
finish line has been taken into consideration and conducted the experiment to compare
the number of parts produced from the finish line of the model and in reality. The results
produced from the model and compared with real factory data are shown below.

Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons.
A Current deviation = 4.6% was seen when compared simulation results with reality.
This experiment showed stamping is not limiting the throughput for BIW

Figure 32: Bottleneck frequency graph from Experiment No.4
Segment 1 welding, rear wall, Roof member, mainline station 2 and Segment3
Assembly are seen as bottleneck in this experiment.

Experiment No.5 – Body in white (Mainline 1- 5 only)
In the experiment number 5, the mainline area of Body in white including five assembly
work area has been taken into consideration and conducted the experiment to see the
number of parts produced. The main aim of this experiment is to make a comparative
study with Group C who has been simulating the same process flow in the Plant Sim
Software. The results produced from the model are shown below.
Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 33: Bottleneck frequency graph from Experiment No.5
From this experiment, the Rear wall, mainline station 5 & 2 exit operation and roof
member are seen as bottleneck.

Experiment No.6 – Painting Area
In the experiment number 6, the painting process has been taken into consideration and
conducted the experiment to compare the number of parts produced from the finish line
of the model and in reality. The results produced from the model and compared with
real factory data is shown below.

Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons.
A Current deviation = 11% was seen when compared simulation results with reality.
This experiment showed the 11% deviation in throughput for complete plant is because
of painting area.
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Figure 34: Bottleneck frequency graph from Experiment No.6
From the painting area the Final correction, base coat operation curing oven 5 and 4 are
seen as bottleneck.
4.2 Optimization and Post optimality analysis
Optimization can be explained as a scientific approach in a decision making process to
find an optimal or the quite efficient way to attain an objective and at the same time,
satisfying all the constraints connected with achieving this objective. The optimization
has been done after the experiments to see the behaviour of model and detect the
improvement options with optimal solution. In production optimization, availability,
process time, mean time to repair and buffers are considered as the parameter to define
the objective. The authors have considered process time, MTTR and buffer for this
model since almost all the operation in this model is having high value of availability.
Optimization 1 – Whole Plant with 10% reduction in process time and 50% in
MTTR
In this model, the authors considered the first optimization in whole plant with process
time and mean time to repair as parameters. In the first optimization set up, the model
is being directed to 10% reduction in process time and 50% reduction in MTTR for all
the operations in stamping, BIW and Painting area. The optimization result is shown in
the figure 35.
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Figure 35:-Optimization 1 analysis result for BIW and painting
In the figure 35, the red highlighted part shows the best optimal solution with minimum
improvement options.
Frequency of occurrence

From the frequency analysis, the rank order chart has produced which shows the
causes of bottleneck in order. The first one is primary bottleneck of the system, the
second one is secondary bottleneck and so on. The figure shows the frequency of
occurrence which is filtered based on the rank and ranks less than five is considered
as the best solution. Here for instance the curing oven 5 has 86% frequency of
occurrence in all the solutions.
Figure 36:-Optimization 1 frequency of occurrence graph for BIW and painting
The result is shown the figure 36 with minimum improvement on X-axis and maximum
parts produced on Y-axis. The best solution is shown as small circle with three
minimum improvement. The improvement required to achieve the optimal output from
the model is as below:
 10 % reduction in process time of Curing oven 5
 10% reduction in process time of Final correction A
 50 % reduction in MTTR of Work cell Firewall
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With this three improvement actions, the model can able to produce 2471 cabs (with
plastic parts) as shown in the table.

Table 14: Actual value & Optimized Value of
Optimization 1
Figure 37: Improvement action result of Optimization 1
Post Optimality Analysis
Post optimality analysis has been conducted in the base model with the optimized value
from the optimization study. This analysis helped to make sure that the proposed
changes from the optimization analysis has been functioning in the model. The values
in the above table have been taken for the post optimality analysis. The figure 37 below
shows the results from post optimality analysis.
Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons.
Cabs increased after production = 1198-1232 = 34 cabs
Optimization 2 – BIW with 10% reduction in process time and 50% in MTTR
In the second optimization setup, the body in white is only considered with 10%
reduction in process time and 50% reduction in mean time to repair. All the process
time and MTTR of operations within the BIW area has been reduced accordingly and
studied the behavior of model to generate optimal solution. The result is shown in the
figure 37.
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Figure 38: Optimization 2 analysis for BIW only
From the figure 38, we can see that the cluster of solutions grouping in two different
positions showing the severe bottleneck resulting fall in production at bottom region
and higher production with improvement action at top region. In this case even with a
single improvement, the parts produced can be improved. The bottom cluster parts is
having pronounced bottleneck in the system which limits the production.
Frequency of occurrence

Figure 39:-Optimization 2 frequency of occurrence graph for BIW only
The figure 39 shows that the segment 1 welding has the 79% frequency of occurrence
in all the solution and that operation is considered as obstruction which contributes
major part of bottleneck for the system.
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Table 16: Actual value & Optimized Value of
Optimization 2

Figure 40: Improvement action result of Optimization 2
The result generated from the optimization 2 has shown in the figure 40, with the
optimal solution for increasing the production and also pin points the required
improvement action in order to reach the target. The improvements required is




50% reduction in MTTR for Work cell Floor RH
10% reduction in process time for Segment 1 welding process
50 % reduction in MTTR for Work cell Front lid FM

The actual value and the optimized value is shown in the table.
Post Optimality Analysis
The post optimality analysis also conducted in the base model with the optimized value
generated from the optimization 2 which is analysis of BIW only. The above shown
table data has used for this analysis by replaced the optimized value with actual value.
The result is as below:
Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons.
Cabs increased after production = 13 Cabs per week.
Optimization 3 and 4 – Whole plant and BIW with increase in buffer capacity by
2
In the next optimization set up, buffer optimization was considered where the buffer
capacity of the entire buffer has been increased by 2. With the same setup, we conducted
for both BIW and whole plant.
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Figure 43: Optimization 3 and 4 analysis for whole plant and BIW
The resulted graph shows that the buffer optimization is not suitable for model as the
increase in buffer capacity doesn’t make any changes in production performance. From
the graph itself, it’s clear that the optimization is producing same amount of parts
produced from the base model.

Figure 44:-Optimization 3 and 4 frequency of occurrence graph
The frequency analysis also done to see the cause of bottleneck that formed from the
optimization analysis. From the result we can come up with a conclusion that buffer is
not limiting the production performance. Since the result was not showing much
improvement, the authors didn’t conduct a post optimality analysis on buffer
optimization.
In this model we have consider only the process time, MTTR and buffer for conducting
the optimization analysis, even though availability is also considered as one of the
potential cause of bottleneck. For instance, the availability of almost all the operation
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is having more than 95% and even if we are taking that in optimization, it does not
make much changes in optimization result.
4.3 Discussions and Results Analysis
The general purpose of this thesis is to conduct an application study on a real world
and see to what extend the new method of simulation based optimization can be able to
support the decision making process in production management. In this chapter the
research approach, strategy and the process chosen for this study are discussed and
thereafter the discussion on findings and result for each research question are also
taking into consideration.
4.4

Discussion on methods

The selection of research strategy and process are well explained in the chapter 3. From
the authors’ point of view, to achieve the aim of this study, it was reasonable to select
both the qualitative and quantitative research approach. At first as a starting point, the
existing basic system improvement theories and importance of simulation were
explored to understand the real research gap. The authors studied the problem
associated within the circumstances and then the research questions are framed
according to the background. The research methodology is completely framed after
defining the research questions by understanding the real scope to fulfil the research
aim. The authors have to choose a suitable methodology to fulfil the aim of company
requirement. This study was a part of research project with the aim to test and evaluate
simulation based optimization bottleneck improvement methodology in a real world
context. So that the reasonable choice for research strategy was application study or
applied research method. This is because applied research refers to scientific study and
research that seeks to solve the practical problems. Also focus on taking the results of
scientific research and apply it directly in real world situations explains Dawn &
McBride (2013) in his book, “The Process of Research in Psychology”. All the research
studies are basically applying the theoretical knowledge into practical world and
analyse how far it come up with results. That is the major reason for choosing applied
study of simulation based optimization for this research. Positivist research approach is
considered for this study with deductive style of reasoning where research starts with
theoretical review. The research process is explained in detail where the authors used
12 steps simulation modelling described in Banks model of simulation which is
explained in chapter 3.3. Authors have collected both quantitative and qualitative data’s
with different data collection techniques from primary and secondary sources. The
different source of data collections make sure that the study will achieve great level of
validity and reliability. The author’s believed that the chosen method was very fruitful
to reach the research aim and help to answer the research questions.

4.4.1

Validity and Reliability

Patton (2001) suggested that the validity and reliability are two factors which any
researcher should be concerned about while designing a study, analysing results and
judging the quality of the study. The validity basically refers to the quality of the
research and determines whether the research truly measures that which it was intended
to measure or how truthful the research results are (Golafshani, 2003). Joppe (2000)
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defines, if the results of a study can be reproduced under a similar methodology, then
the research instrument is considered to be reliable. Patton (2001) advocates the use of
triangulation by stating “triangulation strengthens a study by combining methods. This
can mean using several kinds of methods or data, including using both quantitative and
qualitative approaches”.
In order to make sure the validity of this research project, we have been used different
sources to collect the data for the modelling. The data collection technique used for this
research such as observation, interviews, literature reviews etc. explains in chapter 3
strengthen quality of study and thereby increase the internal validity. External validity
is also high since the findings can be generalize. Also the modelling was carried out
under strong theoretical base where the authors followed Banks model throughout the
steps in project. So it’s possible to understand and repeat the study again since all the
steps are well defined in the chapter 3.6 which ensure reliability of the study. At the
same time the final result may not be the same since the input data and its aggregation
was having some uncertainty during the modelling. The authors used data triangulation
which involves using different sources of information in order to increase the reliability
of the study.
4.5 Discussion on findings
This section contains information on our various results and comparisons. Here we
presenting the findings and discussion on each research questions. The result is
presenting and analysing to see how far the research aim is achieved.
4.5.1
What is the level of results accuracy that can be obtained from an
aggregated simulation model when compare to reality?
At the beginning of this study, there were some uncertainties in
understanding production processes since many of them are too detailed in reality. The
main challenge was the aggregation level of simulation model that matches the
complete real production system. With the assistance of process owners and
supervisors, the authors successfully modelled the complete production system
including all the relevant data’s a details associated with the reality. The first research
question was answered by conducting different experiments on this created simulation
model which is well explained in chapter 4.1. The summary of these experiments are
shown in table 18 below. For answering this research question, we put forward the
quantitative way of research approach. Here basically we consider the parts produced
from each simulation runs has been take into account for analysing and comparing the
results.
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In order to answer this research question we conducted many experiments considering
complete production zone, individual zone and combination of zones. These results are
then compared with the real production result to realize how far the results are deviating
from expected. For the whole plant (Including stamping, Body in white, painting)
deviation was found to be 11% but when only Stamping and BIW was considered the
deviation drop to a very low value of 4.6%. From this this study it was understood that
painting was limiting the flow. The data for painting was collected on average lead time
from one of the simulation engineer from the plant, which is considered to be low in
accuracy and major reason for higher deviation. When conducted only BIW with
continues supply of input the deviation remained same which shows that BIW is not
starving because of stamping.

Experimental
Setup

Parts produced
(Nos)

Deviation (%)

Bottlenecks Detected

Exp. 1 – Whole
plant

-

11%

Curing oven 4,
Segment 1 welding,
Final correction,
Slitting and press line 2
stn 5 & 1

Exp. 2 –Stamping
& BIW

-

4.6%

Segment 1 welding,
Rear wall, Slitting,
Cutting, Press line 2
Stn 5& 1

Exp.3 – BIW
(With mainline
and finish line)

-

4.6%

Segment 1 welding,
Rear wall, Roof
member, ML 2 and
Segment 3

Exp.4 – BIW (
Mainline only)

-

Rearwall, ML 5 & 2,
Roof member

Exp.5 - Stamping

-

Cutting, Pressline 2 Stn
5& 1, Pressline 1 Stn
5& 1, Slitting

Exp.6- Painting
only

-

11 %

Final correction,
Curing oven 4 & 5,
Basecoat

Table 18: Results of all experiments conducted in the final model
Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons.
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All the bottlenecks that seen in production system is listed in the table that is limiting
the production process of that particular zone. With the verification it’s understood that
the same operations are having bottlenecks in reality which definitely tells the
suitability of SCORE method to apply in decision making process.

4.5.2
What are the factors that would affect the accuracy of using simulationbased optimization for bottleneck analysis?
In order to analyze this research question, we have conducted several experiments in
different zones of production. The second question was investigated by examine how
sensitive the accuracy of results when the model is subjected to different factors.
Moreover optimization were also conducted which support to answer this research
question. The results of experiments conducted are listed in table 18 and the results
from different optimization set up are listed in table 19, where the deviations and
improvement can be seen.
Optimisation comparison, where process time was reduced by 10% and MTTR was
reduced by 50% for all the operations and assembly stations. This optimization analysis
has been conducted both with BIW and painting then only with BIW area. As seen in
table below.

Optimization
Setup

Parts
produced
before
optimizatio
n (Nos)

Post
Optimality
result
(Nos)

Improvement

Minimum
Improvement
required

Set up 1 - 10 % reduction in Process time & 50 % reduction in MTTR
Opt 1 – BIW and
Painting

-

-

34 cabs

Curing oven 5 –
Process time
Final correction –
Process time
Firewall work cell MTTR

Opt 2 –BIW only

-

-

13 cabs

Segment 1 –
Process time
Floor RH Work cell
– MTTR
Frontlid FM
Workcell - MTTR

Set up 2 – Increased the capacity of buffer by 2 numbers (Buffer Optimization)
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Opt 3 – BIW and
painting

-

-

1 cab

Opt 4 – BIW
only

-

-

No change

Buffer
optimization
doesn’t make
production
improvement
Findings- Buffers
are not limiting the
production

Table 19: Results of all optimizations conducted in the final model
Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons. In the first
optimization higher improvement was observed with combination of BIW and painting
as painting having higher cycle times optimization had better results but when only
BIW was considered a low improvement of 13 cabs was observed.
In Optimization 3 and 4, buffer capacity for all buffers was increased by 2 but there was
no improvement observed which proves that buffer is not limiting the flow.
From the above experiments and analysis, it’s understood that the main factors affecting
the accuracy of result was abstraction level of model and uncertainty in input data. The
final simulation model build was an abstracted one where the whole production area
consists of many operations have been considered as a work cell. If we are going for
more detailed model including all the operations, the result might be even closer enough
to the reality. During the modelling, much time consuming process was the data
collection from different sources. The authors were having uncertainty in aggregation
of input data’s as the model were in abstracted level. Input data is one of the main factor
that decides the accuracy of the result produced from simulation model. So any
deviations in the input data can end up with higher deviations in simulation results. The
change in input parameters of model such as process time and MTTR has been resulted
in better improvement in parts produced. Thus it’s clear that the accuracy of simulation
results depends on input parameters.
RH3 – How effective is simulation-based optimization for bottleneck analysis
when compared to other existing system improvement methods?
As mentioned earlier, this research question has been answered qualitatively with strong
support of theoretical background. Based on the literature reviews, some of the vital
limitations and deficiencies of different improvement theories has discussed in chapter
2. At the same time the advantages of using simulation based optimization approach
with an application study on real world context also helped to answer this research
question.
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The authors got the insight that the simulation based optimization is an optimal solution
for finding the bottlenecks and production flow analysis compared to other
improvement theories. There are many methods with the capability to identify the
bottlenecks and constraints in a production system. At the same time, finding the true
bottleneck and the cause of that particular bottleneck, simultaneously proposing the
countermeasure needed for improvement, through simple analysis is not possible with
current methods. From the experiments it’s clear that the SCORE method can be able
to show the exact location of bottleneck, which operation is in bottleneck and as well
as the proposed measure to overcome that bottleneck.
To strengthen the answer for this research question, authors have conducted a
comparison between two bottleneck detection methods which is SCORE and shifting
bottleneck method. The results of experiments are listed below in table 20 showing
bottleneck optimization with shifting bottleneck method and table 21 showing the
bottleneck optimization with SCORE method.
Experiment 1 - With 10% reduction on process time of curing oven 4
Bottleneck detected with shifting bottleneck method – Curing Oven 4
Description
Process time

Real value

Optimized value

Improvement

265 seconds

238.5 seconds

40 cabs

-

Parts Produced

-

Table 20: Bottleneck optimization with shifting bottleneck method
Experiment 2 - With 10% reduction on process time of curing oven 5
Bottleneck detected with SCORE method – Curing Oven 5
Description
Process time
Parts Produced

Real value

Optimized value

170 seconds

153 seconds

-

-

Improvement

50 cabs

Table 21: Bottleneck optimization with SCORE method
Total Cabs Produced are not mentioned here for the confidentiality reasons. From the
above comparison it was seen that SCORE recognizes better bottlenecks for
optimization comparing to shifting bottleneck method. The major bottleneck detected
by SCORE method was curing oven 5 operation. We can see 50 cabs are producing
with improvement of bottleneck operation by 10% reduction on process time. At the
same time only 40 cabs are improving with the shifting bottleneck method.
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Results
Hence it’s clear that the SCORE method is more suitable for finding the bottleneck,
ranking the bottleneck and showing the best improvement action to overcome this
bottleneck. None of the other improvement theories can be able to show the exact
bottleneck and improvement action specifically.
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Conclusions
The authors came to the conclusion that it is possible to have an aggregated model for
whole production plant and conducted experiments on the aggregated models to
calculate various results as per requirements. After conducting experiments on
aggregated model, it was found that there was 11% deviation for whole plant and 4.6%
for BIW. Optimization was also successfully conducted on the aggregated model with
interesting, useful results of improvement of 34 cabs for whole plant and 13 cabs for
BIW only. The logic of the model on material flow and variants in both sub-assembly
and main-line was verified with process owners. Deviations of results are owing to the
fact that data are spread in different sources like DUGA system for BIW and manual
information from painting and stamping. In the future, more accurate data can be used
to improve the accuracy of the results. Information for decision support on selecting
between detailed model and aggregated model is available as various results and
comparison for one to make the decision.
The recently purposed method, SCORE, for identifying and ranking the constraint and
bottleneck in production systems seems to be very suitable for supporting the decisionmaking process in production systems. Nonetheless, the factors such as the level of
model abstraction and uncertainty in input data are critically affecting the accuracy of
results. Despite SCORE has been proven as a new bottleneck detection technique that
leads to a new way of potential production systems improvement through this study,
the authors understood that more detailed model with accurate input data can be able to
reduce the deviations in the results. It is clear from the findings that the bottlenecks and
constraints can be easily identified according to its severity, along with best
improvement actions in single analysis run. It is also proven to be able to support the
decision-making process since this method is beneficial from the perspective of cost
incurred with the improvements. Moreover, this method can explore superior
improvement strategies for production systems, when compared to some other existing
techniques, such as shifting bottleneck detection.
Through this research project together with qualitative and quantitative approach of
study, including literature reviews and experiments in simulation model, we came to a
conclusion that simulation-based optimization is more suitable for supporting decisionmaking in production systems improvement when comparing to other improvement
theory.
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Conclusions
5.1 Recommendation for future works
In this chapter, some thoughts on future works in model are presented. In this project,
some of the complicated production flows with in the factory are neglected due to the
time frame and deficiency in information’s on data.
CKD Flows
If analysis need to be conducted for longer period it’s recommended to have cab
knocked down exits opened for better results. A methodology need to be developed to
have desired exit from CKD.
Customer Adaptation Cabs Flow
Even Customer adaptation can be mapped for more detail modelling.
Just in time logic for finish line in BIW
For finish line sub assembly just in time logic to be added to have exact work in progress
for finish line components.
Shifts for curing ovens
In painting curing oven operate even on weekends which is not capture as we already
have shifts as general painting shift for all ovens.
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Critical Review
This section explains various perspectives of the research and guides the research
progress cautiously. The ethical, economical and environmental perspectives towards
the study are listed below.
Ethical Perspective: This research is conducted on a large real time production facility
with a lot of attention and importance towards reading the process of material and
information flow and confirming with all the relevant process owners to avoid
misinterpretation which might cause a drastic change in results. But Input data still
remained not completely accurate.
Economical Perspective: This project bears a huge responsibility in facts based
decision support for production development. The research aims to identify the
bottlenecks in a current production which has direct impact on economical domain.
Implementation of the results in reality would require a change in current running
process which will be a challenging task with very high criticality.
Environmental Perspective: The elimination of bottlenecks in a production facility
will result in effective uses of all resources like machine, labour and energy.
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